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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 The purpose of this study was to identify what practice strategies were presented by piano 
teachers in applied lessons and how their students practiced in subsequent practice sessions. 
Moreover, the study also attempted to identity what practice strategies and applications were 
associated with the students’ performance improvement. Five university piano professors 
participated in this study. Each participant professor recruited two piano-major (BA, BM, BME) 
undergraduate students from his or her piano studio, with one student in the first or second year 
of college (as the lower-level), and the other one in the third or fourth year (as the upper-level). 
A total of 15 (5 professors and 10 students) participated in this study. 
 Each student participant completed: 1.) a 30-minute practice session on a selected piece 
prior to the applied lesson; 2.) a 30-minute applied lesson on the selected piece with his or her 
piano professor; and 3.) two subsequent 30-minute practice sessions after the lesson. A pre-test 
was conducted after the first practice session and a post-test was conducted after the last practice 
session. The pre- and post-tests were evaluated by three independent judges to determine 
performance improvement for each student participant. In addition, the participants (teachers and 
students) completed a brief survey about their educational background, piano experience, 
practice habits, and other questions related to this study. All practice sessions and applied lessons 
were video recorded and analyzed by the researcher.   
 Results suggest that how teachers taught (modeling, talk, demonstrating, 
communication), and how students practiced (practice strategies, error identification, error 
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correction, concentration) had the greatest impact on students’ performance improvement. 
However, students’ sight-reading abilities, years of piano study, practice routine, and practice 
priority had no effect on students’ performance improvement, nor did their teachers’ degrees and 
level of experience. Piano teachers are encouraged to evaluate how practice strategies are 
presented in their applied lessons and how their students apply the strategies in their practicing.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 
 
  “Practice” is a word that all music students and music teachers hear or say daily, 
no matter if you are the student, who hears it from your teachers, your peers, or your inner voice, 
or if you are the teacher, who says it to your students, your peers, or yourself. Practice is a part of 
a musician’s daily routine. While all music students and teachers want their practice to be 
positive, and yield the optimum results every time, not many of them enjoy the process of 
practicing, including professional musicians (Hallam, 1995; Sloboda, Davidson Howe, & Moore, 
1996). If practicing is seen as a chore, though necessary to improve performance, finding ways to 
help students practice efficiently should be one of the primary goals for all applied teachers 
(Barry, 1992; Barry & Hallam, 2002; Duke & Simmons, 2006; Duke, Simmons, & Cash, 2009). 
 Piano may require more practice than any other instrument due to its involvement of the 
whole body (eyes, hands, arms, torso, and feet), the complexity of music reading (two clefs and 
multiple staves), and the memorization normally required for any piano solo performance. 
Results of many studies have also shown that piano students practice more compared to other 
instrumental and vocal students (Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Romer, 1993; Jørgensen, 1997, 
2002; Sloboda, et al., 1996).  
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 There is an abundance of piano pedagogical literature written since the eighteenth 
century. However, the focus of piano practice instruction has changed throughout the centuries. 
C. P. E Bach’s Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments (part one published in 
1753 and part two in 1762) mainly concentrated on left hand technique, ornamentation, basic 
posture at the keyboard, and fingering for various musical patterns. In the early nineteenth 
century, Muzio Clementi, Johann Nepomuk Hummel, and Carl Czerny wrote thousands of 
exercises and etudes that focused piano practice on developing rapid finger technique. In the 
later nineteenth century, Ludwig Deppe and Theodor Leschetizky focused on developing tone 
quality and an arm-weight technique (using the larger playing units to lead the smaller playing 
units) (Uszler, Gordon, & Mach, 1991, pp. 291-324).  
 At the beginning of the twentieth century, piano pedagogues continued developing the 
arm weight technique instead of traditional finger technique, but also emphasized the role of 
relaxation in playing piano. Moreover, some piano pedagogues and researchers, such as Rudolf 
Maria Breithaupt, Tobias Matthay, Otto Ortmann, and Arnold Schultz, had begun to adapt the 
scientific process to investigate the problems of piano playing. “Breithaupt offered a method that 
helped release some of the physical tension and that represented a psychologically 'easier' way 
for pianists to achieve their goals” (Uszler, et al., 1991, p. 326). Matthay, for example, developed 
the concept of rotation technique as forearm movement instead of finger movement.  
 The most controversial books on piano technique in the early twentieth century were The 
Physical Basis of Piano Touch and Tone (1925), and The Physiological Mechanics of Piano 
Technique (1929) written by Otto Ortmann. In his books, Ortmann explored the physics of 
mechanics first, and explained skeletal and muscular location and function of the torso, arms, 
hands, and fingers, and then addressed the most common misuses of the body's muscles and 
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levers in piano playing. Ortmann also examined the neural and circulatory systems, and found 
that repetition was needed for piano practice since it was a part of the learning process for 
transferring a movement from the brain to the spinal-reflex. Furthermore, Ortmann observed “the 
relationship between action and reaction of keyboard and concluded that fixation is a necessary 
part of piano playing” (Uszler, et al., 1991, p. 336). Although Ortmann’s works were hardly 
accepted in his time, his scientific approach to piano pedagogical studies were not only 
influential for later systematic research into piano technique, but also helped us understand how 
our bodies work while playing piano (Uszler, et al., 1991, pp. 334-340). 
 From the eighteenth century to the early twentieth century, piano pedagogical literature 
provided ample information and examples for practicing various piano techniques. But how do 
today's teachers use or communicate this information? What information do they provide to their 
students about practicing? How exactly do piano teachers guide their students to efficient and 
effective practice during the lessons? How exactly do students achieve those tasks set for them 
by their teachers during their subsequent practice sessions? Those questions were unaddressed in 
the piano literature during this period. Later twentieth century piano pedagogues recognized that 
even though continuously exploring psychological and physiological concepts of piano playing 
are important for teaching and learning piano, providing information and suggestions on ways of 
teaching effectively and practicing efficiently are also practical for piano teachers and students. 
Therefore, many piano pedagogical books published in the late twentieth century provided 
various suggestions for teachers and students on how to practice piano based mostly on the 
authors’ own successful teaching and learning experience. 
 “Too many students go to music college, or to study music as a profession without ever 
having been taught how to practice properly,” said Yvonne Enoch (Enoch & Lyke, 1977, p. 104). 
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She urged that “students need to be shown time and again how to practice, this is all part, and a 
very important part of teaching and of the learning process. You must show your students exactly 
how to practice as early as possible before bad practice habits are formed” (p. 104). A similar 
statement by the concert pianist, Claudio Arrau, in answering an interview question about his 
approach to teaching, said: “ I have found that just telling students the general idea and the 
spiritual aspect is not enough. Even if you are very clear, they will not be able to apply what you 
say right away. You have to help them apply these ideas, but never by performing” (Elder, 1982, 
p. 47). Jacquelyn Kuehn (1996) in her article, “Beyond Aimless Practice,” reinforced the idea 
that the teacher must show the student how to practice during the lesson. She emphasized that 
showing students how to practice as a part of the piano lesson would also help students practice 
more productively at home.  
 Boris Berman (2000) stated, “an important task that many teachers forget is to make sure 
their charges know how to practice, both in general and when working on a specific passage” (p. 
201). He suggested before recommending ways to improve practicing to students, teachers 
should ask students to show how they practice first to insure that the student's practice is not 
unproductive and inappropriate. Berman then recommended a way for a teacher and student to 
achieve the same goal of a musical passage by “the time-honored device of the teacher playing 
the part of one hand while the pupil plays the other. When the result is to both parties’ liking, 
they switch parts. After the passage has been satisfactorily performed both ways, the student 
should try to reproduce it himself” (p. 201). By doing so, the teacher can make sure if the student 
really understands how to practice this passage alone. Berman believed that the primary 
responsibility of a piano teacher is both to the music and to the student.  
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 "Give a man a fish, that is dinner for the night. Teach the man how to fish, that is dinner 
for life.” Berman (2000, p. 210) quoted a Chinese proverb at the end of his book to emphasize 
that the teacher’s role is to give students enduring musical and pianistic guidance, not just to 
prepare students for a recital or a competition. Richard Collins (1986) also stated, “ the whole 
point of piano lessons is for the teacher to train the student to teach himself” (p. 49). Collins 
suggested that asking students questions could lead students to learn more productively since 
asking questions can stimulate students’ thinking and motivate them to seek the answers. The 
famous piano pedagogue, Frances Clark also said: “teaching is not telling; teaching is creating a 
situation in which students experience what you want them to learn” (Baker-Jordan, 2003-2004, 
p. 119). She believed that the better way to teach is to tell students what they need to know; to 
show students what you mean by demonstration; and to guide students to experience what is 
being taught by doing it themselves.  
  Drawing upon these piano pedagogues’ views and suggestions, one of the most 
important teaching goals for piano teachers is teaching students how to practice during the piano 
lessons so they have a full understanding of what and how to practice in their practice sessions. 
The ultimate goal of applied piano lessons is that students know, once they are no longer taking 
lessons, how to approach a new piece, a difficult passage, and a complex musical idea 
independently.  
 In order to develop a systematic practice routine, it takes an effort from both the teacher 
and the student. Setting a practice schedule (when to practice, amount of practice time per day, 
and number of days per week), and deciding on what to practice and how to practice are vital 
components. Setting a practice schedule is not difficult, but the student must have the discipline 
to follow through with the set schedule. Deciding what to practice is also not complicated, since 
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many teachers write down what students are supposed to practice during the week. However, 
“how to practice” is often a mystery to students, and “how students practice” is often a wonder to 
teachers.  
 Many piano pedagogues have provided detailed, systematic approaches on how to 
practice. When approaching a new piece, Ernst Bacon (1973) stated: “the important thing is to 
progress from the general to the particular, returning finally to the general again” (p. 59). He 
suggested that students should begin by reading through the whole piece, and have a general plan 
for the piece before working on the details. William S. Newman had the same idea as Bacon, but 
designed a nine-step method of practicing a new piece. These nine steps are also divided into 
three phases as follows:  
 Phase I—laying the groundwork. 
  Step 1, choosing the piece;  
  Step 2, understanding the piece;  
  Step 3, planning the ways and means. 
 
 Phase II—learning the notes.  
  Step 4, fixing the habits and coordinations;  
  Step 5, counting with the metronome at a slow tempo;  
  Step 6, memorizing. 
 
  Phrase III—playing music. 
  Step 7, counting with metronome up to tempo; 
  Step 8, polishing in small-section practice;  
  Step 9, interpreting the piece as a whole (Newman, 1984, p. 166). 
 
Collins (1986) agreed with Newman’s phrase I (laying the ground work) and emphasized that in 
order to interpret the piece well, one should carefully study the musical score first to understand 
the composition.  
  Victor Booth (1982) believed that “when a new piece is to be learned, it is essential that 
the right habits should be formed as soon as possible” (p. 77). He explained that it was much 
more difficult to unlearn a mistake and relearn the correct version, so students should be careful 
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to practice music (especially fingering) correctly the first time. Many pedagogues also reinforced 
the importance of slow practice which allows us to execute the details of music much more 
accurately, especially while learning a new piece. However, “our aim is slow practice, not for its 
own sake, but for the sake of executing the required motions with sufficient control and 
awareness” (Sandor, 1995, p.185).  
 Efficient practice or effective practice is also a key phrase when piano pedagogues 
discuss the issue of practicing. They urge students to practice with mindfulness and conscious 
awareness at all times. Although repetition is a necessary learning process for piano playing, 
practicing with mindless and unconscious repetition is not only a waste of time, but also can 
form harmful habits. Josef Lhevinne suggested that even when practicing a simple C major scale, 
students should try it in various ways, using different rhythms, speeds, dynamics, and 
articulations. By doing so, students use their brains and creativity while practicing, so practice 
will not become a boring and aimless exercise (Lhevinne, 1972).   
 
1.2 Need for the Study 
 Since the 1970s, piano pedagogues have provided many suggestions and ideas for 
teachers and students on how to practice piano. They have emphasized showing students how to 
practice by demonstrating and guiding them through the process in lessons, and also stressed 
efficient ways of practicing whenever students practice alone. One may think that by now, most 
piano teachers show students how to practice during the applied lessons, and most students know 
how to practice productively during their practice sessions. However, this assumption is far too 
optimistic even at the music major level in colleges and universities.  
 From a music research study, Barry and McArthur (1994) found that music teachers did 
encourage their students to practice regularly and systematically. Results of this study showed 
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that most teachers reported that they always or almost always discussed the importance of 
practice and specific practice techniques with their students. However, responses to those items 
from students which dealt with teaching specific practice strategies, revealed varied and 
inconsistent answers. In the study of Duke, Flowers, and Wolfe (1997), they found that only 25% 
of 663 piano students responding to a survey reported following a regular practice routine, while 
another study by Kostka (2002) found that among music majors only 45% of 134 students 
reported following a specific practice routine. Moreover, in Jørgensen’s research article (2000), 
music conservatory students were asked how much their former teachers had emphasized 
practicing. The result revealed that fully 40% of students responded that their teachers had 
placed “very little” or “no” focus on practice technique.    
 The contrasting findings of these studies lead to more questions about applied lessons. Do 
teachers not teach how to practice? Do students not follow their teachers’ instructions on how to 
practice? Or is the communication between teacher and student not clear? The above studies 
were surveys conducted with questionnaires; therefore, the results were based on people’s 
opinions. Other recent studies of applied music lessons are either investigating the teacher-
student interactions during lessons (Duke, 1999; Costa-Giomi, Flowers, & Sasaki, 2005; Colprit, 
2000) or examining students’ practice behavior alone (Rohwer & Polk, 2006; Miksza, 2007; Byo 
& Cassidy, 2008). But as we have seen, there is a close relationship that exists in the applied 
lessons between the ways that teachers demonstrate practice strategies during the lesson and the 
ways that their students follow up during practice sessions. Unfortunately, there are very few 
studies that examine this relationship (Barry, 2007; Carter, 2010). 
1.3 Purpose of the Study  
 The purpose of this study is to investigate the close relationship in applied piano lessons 
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between the ways teachers demonstrate practice strategies during the lessons and the ways their 
students following up during practice sessions. There are four research questions: 
 1. How do piano students at both lower and upper levels approach a new piece before  
     having their first applied lesson on it?  
 
 2. What targets (specific problems within the piece in need of improvement) do piano    
     teachers identify during the applied piano lesson, and what targets do the students    
     themselves identify in their subsequent practice sessions? 
 
 3. How teachers demonstrate practicing strategies on these various targets during the  
      lessons versus how students themselves practice these targets in their subsequent  
      practice sessions?  
 
 4. How does the interaction of the above three conditions affect the final outcome, the  
     student’s performance of the piece? 
 
1.4 Delimitations 
 
 From the pilot study of this research, I found that observing applied lessons on either 
instrumental, vocal, or piano alone was much more logical for comparing practice techniques 
employed in both lessons and practice sessions. Therefore, the current study will only observe 
applied piano lessons and practice sessions. After observing two piano-major graduate students 
in the pilot study, I discovered that both graduate students not only practiced consistently but 
also followed and remembered what they learned from their lessons very well. Since most of the 
studies on practicing that showed conflicting opinions between teachers and students were in 
undergraduate levels, this study will only observe applied lessons and practice sessions in 
undergraduate piano-major students. Students will be divided in two groups—the lower-level 
group: freshmen/sophomore and the upper-level group: junior/senior.   
 All subjects will be given a short piece from Visions Fugitives, Op. 22 by Prokofiev, but 
the lower-level group will work on No. 10, and the upper-level group will work on No. 8. The 
pieces, selected by a piano professor and the researcher, are not only suitable for each of the 
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student levels, but also the characteristics of both pieces make it easy to identify common 
difficult areas.  Both pieces are two pages only, so lessons and practice sessions should be 
limited to 30 minutes for each session. The researcher will observe what and how the teachers 
teach practice strategies to their students. Since students of either level will work on the same 
piece it will make it easier for the researcher to compare the practice strategies of different 
teachers and how they demonstrate them to their students. Moreover, working on the same piece 
of each level will be much simpler for evaluating students’ performance achievement. 
 
1.5 Organization of the Study 
 This dissertation contains five chapters with bibliography and a list of appendices. 
Chapter One is an introduction consisting of background, the need for the study, the purpose of 
study, the delimitations, and the organization of the study. Chapter Two is a literature review 
summarizing related and closely related literature of this study. The methodology of this study is 
placed in Chapter Three, and the results of all observational analysis is displayed in Chapter 
Four. The final chapter (Chapter Five) contains discussion, educational implications, and 
suggestions for further research.
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH LITERATURE 
 
 Piano is one of the most popular instruments of all time. A private piano lesson (called an 
applied lesson in the college curriculum) typically involves a student studying with a master 
piano teacher. This type of individual music instruction setting has a long and rich history. In 
colleges and universities, all piano-major students must take applied lessons every semester 
throughout their undergraduate studies. Therefore, one might think that since systematic research 
in music pedagogy began in the early twentieth century, by now there should be a large number 
of psychological studies on topics relating to applied piano lessons, such as how piano teachers 
teach, how piano students practice, and how teachers and students interact during the lesson. 
Surprisingly, only during the last thirty years have a number of music researchers and educators 
conducted systematic research on these topics. 
 This review of research literature is divided into nine subsections which are grouped into 
three broader categories: “Studies of Applied Music Instruction,” “Studies of Piano Practice,” 
and “Studies and Methodologies Most Related to My Research.” “Studies of Applied Music 
Instruction” includes two subsections: 2.1 Interaction in Applied Music Lessons; 2.2 Applied 
Piano Lessons.  In the “Studies of Piano Practice,” there are three subsections: 2.3 Comparison 
of Practice Strategies (with subheadings—Whole and Part Methods, Mental and Auditory, 
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Procedural Memory Consolidation, and Miscellaneous studies); 2.4 Observation of Teaching and 
Practicing Behaviors (with subheadings—Teaching of Practice Strategies, Students’ Practice 
Behavior, and Case Studies of Pianists’ Practice Strategies); 2.5 Surveys of Self-Regulation and 
Motivation. The three category “Studies and Methodologies Most Related to The Dissertation” 
includes: 2.6 Inconsistency of Practice Reports; 2.7 Applied Lessons and Student’s Subsequent 
Practice Sessions; 2.8 Rehearsal Frame; 2.9 Effect of Practice Strategies on Performance 
Achievement.  
 
Studies of Applied Music Instruction 
 
2.1 Interaction in Applied Music Lessons 
 Rosenthal (1984) conducted an experiment examining the effects of four modeling 
conditions on musicians’ performance. Participants were 44 college music education 
instrumental students who were randomly assigned to one of the following four conditions: 1. 
guided model, a combined verbal and aural example of a complex musical selection; 2. model 
only, an aural model only; 3. guide only, a verbal explanation only; and 4. practice only. Each 
subject practiced the assigned piece (“Etude No. 22” by C. Kopprasch) according to his or her 
assigned condition for ten minutes. A post-test was conducted at the end of the practice session, 
and was evaluated for correct notes, rhythm, tempo, dynamic, and phrasing/articulation. Results 
showed that subjects in the model only condition scored the highest followed by the guided 
model, practice only, and guide only conditions.   
 Gustafson (1986) used Sigmund Freud’s theory of defense mechanisms, “the mind used 
in its struggle against anxiety,” (p. 131) to observe teacher and student interaction in four private 
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violin lessons. Teachers in the study were asked to attend seminar sessions with their videotape 
lessons and to discuss their teaching interaction with their students. The researcher observed both 
teachers’ seminars and videotaped recordings of their lessons and found that “the manifest 
contents of the lesson interactions are dominated by the unconscious aims of either or both 
members of the dyad” (p. 130). Four teachers in the study reported “the concept of the 
psychological defenses had alerted them to the possibility of latent personal agendas unfolding in 
the private lesson” (p. 138). Gustafson suggested that Freud’s theory might be used to observe 
music teaching more systematically.  
 Helper (1986) conducted research that developed an observational instrument for applied 
music lessons, and used this instrument to analyze the interaction between teacher and student in 
the lesson. This instrument, called OSAM (Observational System for Applied Music), was able 
to code various behaviors of teacher and student during the lesson. Helper observed video 
recordings (using  OSAM) of 20 college-level applied teachers, each of them working with three 
different students. The results revealed that two behaviors dominated the applied music 
lessons—teacher’s talk and student’s performance.  
 Sogin and Vallentine (1992) investigated time use and repertoire diversity in university 
applied music lessons (including piano, voice, brass, and woodwind). Forty-five undergraduate 
applied music lessons with 29 applied teachers from five universities and colleges were observed 
in this study. Each lesson was 30 minutes long, observed in person and also recorded on cassette 
tape. Researchers used ten-second intervals (10 sec. observe and 10 sec. record throughout the 
entire observation procedure) to record the teacher and student behaviors during the lessons, and 
also recorded the various types of repertoire, such as scales, etudes, warm-up exercise, and 
recital pieces. The results were similar to Helper’s study above, and showed the majority of 
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lesson time was spent on student performance (39.8%) and teacher talk (36.6%).  All lessons 
indicated use of a diverse repertoire.  
 Duke (1999) investigated teacher and student behavior in Suzuki string lessons. The 
observations of teacher, student, and parent behavior during the studio lessons were recorded and 
analyzed. The study also examined the relationships among various student characteristics and 
the lesson behavior observed. Thirteen expert string pedagogues were trained to evaluate 
videotaped instruction using a systematic observation procedure (viewing 5-second intervals of 
the recording and marking the appropriate behavior codes) designed for this project. The result 
indicated that teacher and student activities were frequent and short, showing the fast pace of 
teaching instruction.  A high rate of teacher approval and a clear focus on aspects of performance 
during the lessons were observed. 
2.2 Applied Piano Lessons 
 In the 1980s and 90s, a number of studies focused on examining the behavior of teacher 
and student activities during applied piano lessons. Kostka (1984) investigated the natural rates 
and ratios of reinforcements, time use, and student attentiveness in 96 private piano lessons. 
Students were divided into three groups: elementary, secondary, and adult. Intervallic 
observation (10 second interval) was used for this study. The study found that elementary 
students had the highest approval rate from their teachers, the secondary students spent more 
time on their performance, and the adult students were most on-task. However, all students were 
on-task at least 85% of the lesson time. Student performance and teacher instruction together 
comprised the largest portion of the private piano lesson time.  
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 Mackworth-Young (1990) conducted a case study on pupil-centered learning (that was 
concerned with students’ emotions and level of interest) in piano lessons. There were four 
subjects (2 boys and 2 girls; ages between 11-14) participating in this study. Over a ten-week 
period, students had piano lessons in three different lesson styles: teacher-directed (the teacher is 
in control of the lessons, and the student follows the teacher’s direction), pupil-directed (the 
student is in control of the lesson, and the teacher only offers help or suggestions when the 
student asks), and pupil-centered (the teacher is very sensitive to the student’s interests and 
works with the student’s needs). Data was collected by observing and analyzing the recorded 
lessons, teachers’ reports, parents’ reports, and students’ reports, informal interviews (in weeks 6 
and week 10), and practice sheets. Results showed that three of the four students enjoyed the 
pupil-directed lessons which enhanced their motivation, positive attitude, and interest in piano 
lessons.  
 Dyal (1991) examined those factors that might contribute to success in piano lessons. 
Five hundred-six present and past piano students completed a questionnaire for this study. The 
collected survey data were analyzed according to six measures of success: “value, musical self-
assurance derived, lessons found interesting/fun, present use of knowledge and skills to play for 
pleasure, to sight-read” (p. 2). Three main factors were found to contribute to a successful piano 
experience: good practice procedure, encouragement and praise from both teachers and parents, 
and a balanced program of lessons (such as variety of music, performance opportunity, etc.).   
 Speer (1991, 1994) investigated verbal behaviors of independent piano teachers in private 
lessons. Twenty-five piano teachers recorded their lessons on audiotape; 47 lessons in all were 
recorded. The object of the study was to observe and analyze the time spent in teacher 
presentation, student participation, and teacher reinforcement. Results indicated that the student’s 
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age significantly affected how teachers presented musical information, talked, and coached, as 
well as how students participated. Average students received a larger number of directive 
comments from their teachers than did the better students. Teachers with more experience tended 
to make a greater number of disapproving comments to students than did the less experienced 
teachers. The complete/correct sequential patterns (teacher presentation!student 
response!teacher reinforcement) of teaching were observed less frequently than other patterns. 
 Siebenaler (1992, 1997) examined the characteristics of effective teaching in piano 
studios. Thirteen piano teachers and two of each teacher’s students (one child student and one 
adult student) were videotaped during three consecutive lessons. An 8-12 minute segment from 
each videotaped lesson was observed and analyzed for teacher behavior, student behavior, and 
lesson progress. The results showed that active teachers (whose teaching behaviors are short in 
duration) ranked higher in the category of effective teaching than did the inactive teachers 
(whose teaching behaviors are longer in duration). Active teachers also provided more modeling 
and feedback, and their students usually performed better.  
 Costa-Giomi, Flowers, and Sasaki (2005) investigated the behavioral differences between 
children who dropped out of piano lessons in their 1st or 2nd year, and those who continued for 3 
years. Participants were 14 matched pairs of children (n=28) from 7 different piano teachers. 
Two lessons were videotaped during the first year of lessons, the first recording taking place 
during the 3rd and 4th months of instruction, and the second recording during the 7th month of 
instruction. For each lesson, researchers selected about 10 minutes for systematic observation 
and to record the duration or frequency of selected teachers’ and students’ behaviors. The results 
showed that students who dropped out received less approval from their teachers during lessons 
and obtained lower marks in the end of year piano exam compared to their peers. The students 
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who dropped out after the first year of lessons were apparently disappointed in their achievement 
progress, but the reasons for students who dropped out early were hard to identify. 
 Budai (2005) examined how both novice and experienced piano teachers’ perceptions 
and expectations of their students influenced their teaching and their students’ success in applied 
piano lessons. Participants were 4 novice piano teachers and 4 experienced piano teachers who 
taught pre-college students. Each piano teacher was asked to select 4 of his or her students (two 
were talented, and two were less-talented; ages between 7-13) and record a lesson with each 
student. A total of 64 lessons were videotaped for this study. Other data was collected for this 
study using an instructional survey (teacher’s background, pedagogical thoughts, rating of their 
teaching behavior, their perception of students whose lessons were chosen to be videotaped) and 
interview (teacher’ teaching philosophy, their belief on why students success or fail). Results 
showed that teachers’ perceptions and expectations were affected by their educational 
background, their beliefs, and their goals for themselves and their students. Results also revealed 
that teachers, students, parents, and the interaction/perception between teacher and student 
affected the students’ likelihood of success or failure in applied piano lessons.  
  
Studies of Piano Practice 
 
2.3 Comparison of Practice Strategies 
Whole and Part Methods 
 
 The first scientific psychological study on piano learning was conducted by Brown 
(1928). He compared the whole (playing from beginning to end without stopping for errors), part 
(dividing the score into sections, and practicing each section individually), and combination 
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methods (playing from beginning to end once, identifying problem areas and practicing each 
problem section) of learning piano music, and found that the whole-method was the most 
efficient followed by the combination-method, and the part-method. Although Brown’s findings 
did not match the results of later similar studies, he pioneered psychological research into 
learning to play the piano. 
 After Brown’s study, another article that also explored the efficiency of the part and 
whole methods was O’Brien’s “Part and whole method in the memorization of music” (1943). 
He examined the part and whole methods each with three conditions: without visual, without 
sound, with visual and sound. O’Brien’s results differed from Brown’s, showing that the part 
method was more efficient than the whole method in “without sound” and “with visual and 
sound” conditions; there was no difference between the part and whole methods in the “without 
visual” condition.  
 Another more recent study of whole and part methods was to compare the backward 
chaining, forward chaining, and the whole-task training in the acquisition of a keyboard skill 
(Ash & Holding, 1990). Sixty-one subjects (F= 32, and M=29; mean age= 22.1) who had no 
previous musical knowledge were randomly assigned to three conditions: whole-training (W), 
backward-chaining (BC; practicing a piece by starting with the last part and working toward the 
beginning), and forward-chaining (FC; practicing a piece from the beginning and working 
toward the end). First, subjects received a short training session on basic keyboard knowledge 
and staff reading, and then practiced a single line keyboard melody (6 measures long, with only 
quarter notes) with their assigned condition. The training session concluded with a block of three 
trials of the whole piece as a pre-test. A retention task was conducted a week later. All training 
sessions and retention sessions were recorded for an analysis of melodic and timing errors. The 
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results revealed that the part method including both backward-chaining and forward-chaining 
was superior to the whole method. Within the part method, the forward-chaining was superior to 
the backward-chaining.  
Mental and Auditory  
 In the 1940s, a series of nine studies investigated the effect of different practice strategies 
on pianists’ memorization (Rubin-Rabson, 1939, 1940a, 1940b, 1941a, 1941b, 1941c, 1941d, 
1941e, and 1947). Many researchers after that have followed a similar path examining and 
comparing various practice strategies. Mental practice is one practice strategy that many 
researchers have been curious about through several decades (Rubin-Rabson, 1937, 1941a, and 
1941d; O’Brien, 1943; Coffman, 1990; Lim & Lippman, 1991; Bangert & Altenmüller, 2003; 
Highben & Palmer, 2004; Happy & Fredrickson, 2005; and Wöllner & Williamon, 2007). Rubin-
Rabson examined the effect of mental rehearsal on piano learning. Nine subjects studied the 
music score for 5 minutes, and then were divided into three conditions: four-minute mental 
rehearsal added in the middle of normal keyboard practice, four-minute mental rehearsal added 
at the end of keyboard practice, and extra four-minutes of keyboard practice added on to the 
practice. The result revealed that the four-minute mental rehearsal midway through the practice 
session was superior to the other two conditions. Rubin-Rabson suggested that the best way of 
practicing piano to reach a confident memorized performance was to follow these steps: score 
analysis—physical practice—mental rehearsal—physical practice (1941d).  
 In a similar study from 2005, the authors investigated the effect of mental imaging 
rehearsal on practicing the black-key major scales (Happy & Fredrickson). Sixty-three college 
students enrolled in group-piano classes were divided into three groups: mental rehearsal with 
traditional practice, traditional practice only, and no practice. Each group practiced with their 
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assigned condition for ten minutes twice a week for six weeks. A post-test was conducted six 
weeks later. The findings revealed that mental rehearsal combined with traditional practice 
enhanced students’ performance even more than the traditional practice only condition.  
 Some other studies, however, have yielded results that differ from both studies above. 
Those have shown that mental rehearsal is not as efficient, and that physical practice is still the 
best way to improve piano skills (Coffman, 1990; Lim & Lippman, 1991; and Wöllner & 
Williamon, 2007). Coffman (1990) examined effects of mental practice, physical practice, and 
musical knowledge on the piano performance of non-piano major college students. Subjects 
(N=80) were divided into 8 practice modes. Subjects were given a pre-test, a few training trails, 
and a post-test in this study. All subjects were evaluated by performance time durations, the 
number of pitch errors, and the number of rhythm errors. All pre- and post-tests were videotaped. 
There were improvements in the mental practice, the physical practice, and the alternating 
mental and physical practice groups, but the results in the physical practice group was better than 
the result of the mental practice group. There was no improvement in the condition where only 
musical analysis was allowed (no physical or mental practice). This study indicated that physical 
practice was the best way to improve motor skill, and mental practice was better than no practice. 
 Lim and Lippman (1991) investigated the effect of mental practice on pianists’ 
performance. The 7 participants were university piano students, freshman through graduate 
students. Each pianist was tested twice in three different practice conditions: mental practice, 
mental practice with listening, and physical practice. The experiment was concentrated each day 
on only one practice condition, so the entire experiment was six days long. Subjects were first 
allowed to practice an excerpt selected by the researcher for ten minutes; it was then played 
twice from memory as the pretest. After the pretest, subjects were allowed to sight-read the 
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excerpt twice, and asked to play it twice from memory again as the first post-test. After the first 
post-test, pianists were instructed to practice another ten minutes with the same practice 
condition, and then play the excerpt twice from memory again as the second post-test. All 
performances were recorded for evaluation for note accuracy, rhythmic accuracy, phrasing and 
articulation, and dynamics or musical expression. The results showed that physical practice was 
superior to both mental practice conditions, and the mental practice with listening was better than 
the mental practice alone. A similar study by Wöllner and Williamon (2007) confirmed the result 
of Lim’s and Lippman’s study.  
 Another type of study of mental practice strategies concentrates on comparing auditory 
and motor practice (O’Brien, 1943; Lim & Lippman, 1991; Bangert & Altenmüller, 2003; and 
Highben & Palmer, 2004). Highben and Palmer investigated the effect of auditory and motor 
mental practice in learning unfamiliar music. Participants were 16 adult pianists who were 
instructed to play two-measure music examples in 4 conditions: without auditory feedback, 
without the motor feedback, with both feedback, or without both feedbacks. Whichever feedback 
was missing, the participants would use their mental imagery of the missing feedback to practice 
with another feedback together. After the practice trials of each music example, pianists 
performed from memory on the keyboard in a normal condition. Pianists also rated their abilities 
of memorization, playing by ear, and sight-reading on a 10-point Likert scale. The results 
indicated that the motor feedback condition had a better outcome than the auditory feedback 
condition in the post-test. Pianists with strong auditory imagery were less affected in the memory 
test with missing auditory feedback (2004).  
 From this result, we may assume that motor and auditory interaction was a result of many 
years of piano practice experience. However, an interesting study by Bangert & Altenmüller 
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(2003) found that, with only 20 minutes of piano training with motor and auditory processing, 
non-musicians’ brains changed in cortical activation patterns (DC-EEG potentials). After 5 
weeks of training, the cortical activation patterns were even more pronounced. Their stated 
conclusion was that “music training triggers instant plasticity in the cortex, and that right-
hemispheric anterior areas provides an audio-motor interface for the mental representation of the 
keyboard” (p. 26).  
Procedural Memory Consolidation 
In the past few years, a group of researchers have become interested in the effect of 
memory consolidation on enhancing musicians’ motor skills (Simmons & Duke, 2006; Duke & 
Davis, 2006; Cash, 2009; and Simmons, 2012). The more recent studies are related to some of 
the earliest research on memorizing piano music by Rubin-Rabson (1940a), who conducted a 
study to compare the effect of massed and distributed practice on piano learning. In her study, 9 
subjects were divided into three groups, and 3 subjects of each group were assigned to 3 different 
practice conditions: method A —massed practice (two practice sessions back to back), method B 
—distributed practice (two separate practice sessions within one day), and method C —
distributed practice (two practice sessions distributed over two days). Each subject learned three 
pieces, and a retention task was conducted right after the practice session in each condition. The 
results showed that in the practice sessions, the massed practice was superior to the other two 
methods, but in the retention task, both distributed methods were superior to the massed practice. 
Rubin-Rabson recommended that distributed practice was the better method for less experienced 
pianists, and that either approach was equally productive for experienced pianists. 
 Although during the 1940s, the ways in which sleep could affect human memory were 
still unknown, the results of Rubin-Rabson’s study (two practice sessions on two days was better 
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than two practice within one day) indicate that distributed practice across time (over night or 
after nap) was superior to massed practice (without sleep). More recent studies incorporate the 
effects of sleep on enhancing procedural memory, which include motor skills in both non-music 
fields (Fischer, Hallschmid, Elsner, & Born, 2002; Maquet, Laureys, Perrin, Ruby, Melchior, 
Boly, et al., 2003; Mednick, Nakayama, & Stickgold, 2003; Walker, Brakefield, Morgan, 
Hobson, & Stickgold, 2002; Walker, Brakefield, Seidman, Morgan, Hobson, & Stickgold, 2003) 
and music fields (Duke & Davis, 2006; Simmons & Duke, 2006; Cash, 2009; Simmons, 2012). 
All studies concerning sleep-based effects on music performance mainly focus on college 
students who had either no piano experience (Duke & Davis, 2006; Cash, 2009) or some piano 
experience (Simmons & Duke, 2006; Simmons, 2012). The results of those studies were 
consistent with Rubin-Rabson’s finding that distributed practice was more effective for 
inexperienced learners due to the effect of memory consolidation on improving motor skills.  
 Duke and Davis (2006) investigated the effect of procedural memory consolidation on 
performing short keyboard sequences. The participants in this study were 49 university non-
music majors. Subjects were divided into 5 experimental groups, and learned either one or two 
five-note patterns with their left hand on a digital keyboard. In the training sessions, each subject 
was practicing in twelve 30-second blocks with 30 seconds of rest after each block of practice. A 
retest, 24 hours later, used the same method of training but only three 30-second blocks and 
subjects were measured for accuracy and speed. The results of this study are consistent with prior 
research on performance enhancement during overnight sleep, though there is no significant 
difference between the hours of sleep prior to the training and retest. Although the improvements 
within these 5 experimental groups were varied, sleep-based consolidation affects all groups in a 
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positive way. It is important to know that overnight sleep is an important component in the 
learning process.  
 Cash (2009) examined the effect of different rest intervals on a novice’s performance of a 
short keyboard sequence. Thirty-six participants (non-musicians) from a large southern 
university were divided into 3 experimental groups. Each group was assigned to early (between 
blocks 3 and 4), late (between blocks 9 and 10), or no rest (performed 12 blocks without rest) 
intervals during the training session. All students played a five-note sequence on a digital piano 
as quickly and accurately as possible during the training session (12 repetitions of 30-second 
practice blocks with 30-second pauses in-between). A retest was given the next day in six 30-
second blocks followed by 30-second pauses with a 5-minute rest interval between blocks 3 and 
4. Each participant was assessed on speed and accuracy. Overall, in both training and retest 
sessions, all groups improved from block 1 to block 12 (or block 6 in the retest session). 
However, there was a higher rate of learning after a 5-minute rest interval. The results of this 
study, which are consistent with earlier research, suggest that even a few minutes of rest enhance 
motor-skill performance. Moreover, inserting the rest intervals in the earlier stage of practice has 
the most positive effects on the performance.  
 Two other studies investigated the effect of procedural memory consolidation on more 
complex keyboard melodies (Simmons & Duke, 2006; Simmons, 2012). The study of Simmons 
and Duke (2006) had 75 participants, all music majors with four semesters of group piano 
experience at The University of Texas at Austin. Students learned a 12-note melody, designed 
for this study, on the keyboard with their non-dominant hand. After a 12-minute training session, 
the students, who had been divided into five groups prior to the training, were retested at 12 or 
24 hours intervals which may or may not include sleep. In the retest, students were measured on 
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accuracy, speed, temporal evenness, and dynamic evenness. There was a significant difference in 
accuracy in the retest following 12- or 24-hour intervals with sleep. However, there was no 
significant improvement in the retest for the 12-hour intervals without sleep. Although this 
research is the first to examine experienced learners, the results are consistent with other studies 
with inexperienced learners. The evidence of the consolidation effects of sleep on the 
performance of music skills was positive.  
 Simmons (2012) investigated the effect of different rest interval conditions on the 
learning of keyboard skills. Subjects were 29 music majors (ages 18 to 40) who had piano 
experience for no more than five semesters. All students were instructed to learn a 9-note 
sequence with their non-dominant hand (left) on a digital keyboard. The researcher described the 
goal of performing the sequence to all participants “as quickly, accurately, and evenly as 
possible.” Subjects practiced the sequence in three 15-20 minute individual sessions with one of 
these rest interval conditions: 5-minute rest (massed practice, n=9), 6-hour rest (distributed 
practice, wake-based consolidation, n=10), and 24-hour rest (distributed practice, wake- and 
sleep-based consolidation, n=10). The results revealed that performing speed had significantly 
increased in the second practice session of all three-rest interval conditions. However, a 
significant improvement in performing speed in the third practice session occurred only in the 
rest interval of 6- and 24- hour conditions. Performing accuracy had a significant improvement 
in the second session of the 24-hour rest condition only. These results may imply that wake- and 
sleep-based memory consolidation enhanced performing speed, but only sleep-based 
consolidation enhanced performing accuracy.   
Miscellaneous Studies 
  
 An interesting study from 1975 (Wagner) was to examine whether a practice report 
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would improve students’ musical performance. At the beginning of the semester, 48 subjects 
were assigned to one of four conditions: 1) fill out and return the practice report every week for 
eight weeks; 2) fill out and return the practice report in weeks 1, 2, 5, and 6; 3) fill out and return 
the practice report in weeks 5 and 6; and 4) no practice report. Subjects were asked to pick pre- 
and post-test pieces that represented their level of musical ability. All tests were recorded for 
evaluation. The result of the pre-test showed no significant difference among the four conditions. 
The result of the post-test indicated that all conditions improved over a semester, but there was 
no significant difference among the four groups. The finding suggested that practice reports had 
no effect on the performance outcome.  
 Other studies comparing piano practice methods involved reversing the roles of the hands 
in beginning piano students (Burnsed, 1998), and determining how directing the focus of 
attention affects the evenness of motor movements on a piano (Duke, Cash, & Allen, 2011). 
Burnsed investigated whether exchanging the treble clef parts and bass clef parts (transferring all 
the music examples of the treble clef to the bass clef, and vice versa) in a beginning piano 
method book would affect beginners’ piano performance skills. Twenty-four piano beginners 
(right-handed) were randomly assigned to a control group (which used a traditional method 
book) and a treatment group (with reversed treble and bass clefs). Both groups received ten 
weeks of piano lessons. The results of the post-test indicated that the treatment group scored 
significantly higher than the control group. Burnsed suggested that piano teachers may consider 
using this reversed clefs method for beginning piano students.  
 In a study by Duke, Cash, and Allen (2011), they directed 16 music major students to 
play a brief keyboard passage and focus their attention on each of four conditions: their fingers, 
the piano keys, the piano hammers, or the sound produced. The result showed that when the 
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focus of attention was more distal (away from the body), motor control was more accurate and 
even. Therefore, the students who focused their attention on the sound produced played the trill 
passage most evenly and accurately, followed by hammers, keys, and fingers. 
2.4 Observation of teaching and practicing behaviors 
Teaching of Practice Strategies  
 Barry and McArthur (1994) investigated how applied teachers address practice strategies 
during lessons. Subjects (N=94) were MTNA (Music Teachers National Association) members 
who mainly teach piano (96.3%) at various levels. The Music Practice Instruction Inventory 
(MPII) was designed to understand how applied teachers teach certain practice strategies in their 
studios. All subjects completed a MPII questionnaire that consisted of two sections. The first 
section requested information about students’ ages, levels, and the type of studio settings (what 
instrument(s) the teacher taught), and the second section contained 26 statements about teaching 
with a 5-point likert-scale (5 = Always to 1 = Never). The results showed that most teachers 
reported that they always or almost always discuss the importance of practice and specific 
practice techniques with their students. However, responses to those items which dealt with 
teaching specific practice strategies, revealed varied and inconsistent practice. Moreover, college 
teachers often used different practice strategies than pre-college teachers.  
 Duke and Simmons (2006) observed the teaching of three renowned artist-teachers and 
identified common elements in their teaching strategies. These artist teachers were Nelita True 
(pianist), Donald McInnes (violist), and Richard Killmer (oboist). Each participant recorded his 
or her teaching during studio lessons for at least 8 hours. The students in the videos ranged from 
high school to doctoral students. The resulting 25 hours of video recordings were analyzed by the 
researchers. They identified 19 elements that were common to all three teachers. They organized 
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those elements into three broad categories: goals and expectations, effecting change, and 
conveying information. Many of those 19 elements were related to practice strategies, for 
example: “the teachers are tenacious in working to accomplish lesson targets, having students 
repeat target passage until performance is accurate” (teachers used various feedback and 
modeling techniques); “any flaws in fundamental technique are immediately addressed; no 
performance trials with incorrect technique are allowed to continue;” and “teachers make very 
fine discriminations about student performances; these are consistently articulated to the student, 
so that the student learns to make the same discrimination independently” (pp. 13-14). 
 A unique case study examined using contingency contracts in private piano instruction to 
change students’ practice behavior (Wolfe, 1987). Subjects were three young piano students 
(ages 9-10) who enrolled in a university-affiliated Youth Conservatory. Students had been taking 
piano lessons between 1.5 years and 4 years and studied with the same piano instructor. To 
encourage those three students to practice more consistently and to increase their practice time, a 
contract for reinforcement was made between the teacher and each student. Each contract 
consisted of practice requirements, a practice routine, and rewards (what the student would 
receive when he or she met the contract goals). The experimental design was using a multiple 
baseline across subjects (the baseline for student 1 was 2 weeks, student 2 was 3 weeks, and 
student 3 was 4 weeks), maintaining the contract condition for 13 weeks, and having a follow-up 
4 months later after terminating the contract condition. The amount of practice time of each 
subject was recorded for the baseline condition. The results indicated that during the contract 
condition, each student improved in the amount and quality of practice compared to the baseline 
condition. In the follow-up data, after terminating the contract condition 4 months later, two out 
of three students still continuously reached the contract goals of practicing without any reward. 
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From the finding, Wolfe suggested that using a contingency contract could help private studio 
instructors assess and reward students’ progress as well as stimulate and encourage students’ 
efforts in learning music.  
Students’ Practice Behavior 
 Maynard (2000, 2006) examined the role of repetition in the practice sessions of 
musicians. Subjects (N=19) represented four categories: artist teachers, advanced graduates, 
advanced undergraduates, and beginning undergraduates. All subjects videotaped two of their 
practice sessions. Those recordings resulted in a total of 8,527 individual performance trials 
organized into 800 practice frames that were then identified and analyzed by the researcher. The 
results indicated that musicians often selected a target passage, practiced it repeatedly, and then 
performed it in a larger context for the final practice of that target passage. The findings also 
revealed that more advanced musicians were able to identify twice as many target passages as 
less advanced musicians. The more advanced musicians also had fewer performance trials per 
practice frame than the less advanced musicians.  
 Another study examining students’ practice behavior was “It’s not how much; it’s how” 
by Duke, Simmons, and Cash (2009). Researchers observed 17 graduate and advanced-
undergraduate pianists practicing a difficult passage of three measures long from a Shostakovich 
concerto. Participants were instructed to practice this excerpt until they felt confident to perform 
it at a tempo of 120 bpm. A pencil, a metronome, and a copy of music were provided. A 
retention task was conducted the next day (24-hours later). All pianists performed the same 
passage 15 times with a tempo of 120 bpm, and during each performance trial, were asked not to 
stop from beginning to the end of the passage. All practice sessions and retention tasks were 
recorded for evaluation and data analysis. The results revealed that the strategies used during the 
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practice session were the influential factors in the retention task. It was not how much or how 
long the practice that determined the quality of the performance in the retention task; it was how 
the pianist practiced. Duke et al. concluded that the effectiveness of practice depended upon the 
ability of the pianist to discover errors and correct them in an efficient way.  
 Two studies by Williamon and Valentine (2000, 2002) investigated the practice behavior 
of 22 piano students. In the 2000 study, they focused on the effect of quantity and quality of 
piano practice on performance quality. Twenty-two pianists represented four skill levels based 
on the grading system of the Associated Board of the Royal School of Music (grade 1 is the 
lowest skill level, and grade 8 is the highest). In this study, grades 1 and 2 formed level 1; grades 
3 and 4 formed level 2; grades 5 and 6 were level 3; and grades 7 and 8 were level 4. Students of 
each level were assigned one piece that was suitable for their level to learn and memorize (level 
1, n=5, mean age = 11.40; level 2, n=6, mean age =13.5; level 3, n=6, mean age = 12.83; level 4, 
n= 5, mean age = 24.6). All music materials were composed by J. S. Bach: Polonaise in G minor 
for level 1, Two Part Invention in C Major for level 2, Three Part Invention in B Minor for level 
3, and Prelude and Fugue in D minor for level 4. All practice was recorded on cassette tape. 
After the end of the learning process, the students performed their assigned piece in a recital 
setting. All performances were recorded on videotape and evaluated by three experienced piano 
teachers. The values for the quantity and quality of practice data were obtained from the cassette 
recordings. Researchers observed three practice sessions each in the beginning (Stage 1), middle 
(Stage 2), and the end (Stage 3) of the subjects’ learning process. The result indicated that the 
amount of time spent in each practice session depended on the pianists’ skill level. The pianists 
in the highest level spent more time in each practice session. However, the quantity of practice 
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did not determine the quality of the resulting performance. Instead, pianists who practiced longer 
during the middle stage of the learning process achieved a better performance outcome.  
 In 2002, using the same system as in the 2000 study, Williamon and Valentine examined 
what retrieval structures were used by 22 pianists across four skill levels, and how these retrieval 
structures changed during the different stages of learning music. After pianists completed the 
practice and performance sessions, each of them was asked by researchers to indicate if they 
sectionalized their assigned piece during both practice and performance, and to identify the 
difficult bars of the piece they performed. Based on the interviews, researchers categorized the 
bars of pieces as “structural” (the first bar in each of the identified sections and subsections), 
“difficult” (bars had been named difficult by the pianists), and “other” (all remaining bars). From 
analyzing the cassette tapes (3 stages: beginning, middle, and the last) of the pianists’ practice 
sessions, data of where pianists started and stopped on “structural,” “difficult,” and “other” bars 
was collected. The result of data analysis revealed that all pianists used structural and difficult 
bars to guide their start and stop during practice, but as their practice progressed, the structural 
bars took on a more dominant role than the difficult bars as a retrieval function, especially for 
highly skilled pianists. Moreover, as the level of skill increased, the use of structural bars in 
starting and stopping practice segments increased.  
Case Studies of Pianists’ Practice Strategies  
 Miklaszewski (1989) conducted an investigation of how a young pianist prepared for a 
performance. The subject was a 21 year-old male piano student studying at the Chopin Academy, 
who had already achieved a high level of skill at the piano. The subject agreed to record his 
practice sessions while learning a new piece (Feux d’ artifice, No. 12 in the Second Book of 
Preludes by Claude Debussy) that he was going to play for his piano teacher. Four practice 
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sessions were video-taped within a week, and each recorded session was about 48 minutes long, 
except one (lasting 90 minutes). After the practice sessions, the subject watched the first video 
recording and commented on his practice at the same time for a separate audio recording. The 
researcher observed and analyzed all recordings, including the four sessions of practice, and one 
session of subject comments. Distributions of musical material and the subject’s practice activity 
in time were illustrated in four figures, and 156 comments made by the subject were transcribed. 
The results showed that the subject divided the musical material based on the formal structure of 
the composition. The more complex measures were selected to practice separately. The first 
practice session was more trial-and-error in approach, working on various short difficult spots; as 
practice progressed, each selected fragment became longer. The most frequently observed 
practice behavior was alternating fast and slow tempos.  
 A series of studies on how a concert pianist prepared and practiced for a performance 
were conducted by a group of researchers (Chaffin, & Imreh, 1997, 2001, 2002; Chaffin, Imreh, 
Lemieux, & Chen, 2003; Chaffin, & Logan, 2006; Chaffin, 2007). Chaffin et al. investigated a 
concert pianist, Gabriela Imreh, preparing a new piece for a professional recording. The new 
piece was the third movement, Presto, of Bach’s Italian Concerto. Imreh videotaped her practice 
at the piano and her comments during practice over a ten-month period. A total of over 40 
practice sessions with comments were transcribed and analyzed. The result revealed that practice 
and self-reports were not totally matched. Self-reports didn’t mention dynamic practice and 
performance features until later practice sessions, but the recording data showed that both 
dynamic practice and performance features were practiced in the beginning sessions (2001). The 
results also showed that the pianist had an image of how the piece should sound even in the very 
early stages of practicing (2003). Moreover, the result indicated that Imreh used the formal 
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structure of the music as a retrieval scheme and performance cues as retrieval cues. There were 
three layers of performance cues observed: basic performance cues (technique, fingering, etc.), 
interpretive performance cues (phrasing, dynamics, etc.), and expressive performance cues 
(expressive, interpretative) (1997, 2002, 2006).  
2.5 Surveys of Self-Regulation and Motivation 
 There is a long history of applied teachers trying to persuade or motivate their students to 
practice regularly, offering rewards (stickers, pins, candy, etc…), teaching students’ favorite 
pieces, or providing performance opportunities (Barfield, 1981; Kaminsky, 2006). It is 
frustrating for all teachers that those tricks may or may not work, depending on the student. 
Instead of examining different ways to convince students to practice regularly, researchers 
investigated students’ cognitive strategies, or the strategies “students employ to monitor and 
control their learning” (McPherson & McCormick, 1999, p. 98) and self-regulation, how a 
student regulates their own learning without interference from external bodies.  
 McPherson and Renwick (2001) investigated young instrumentalists’ self-regulated 
practice over a three-year period. Participants were 7 students (ages 7 to 9) selected from a large 
sample of 157 children in 8 primary schools. Two home practice sessions were selected and 
analyzed for each participant in each year for three years. Two students quit after the first year. 
The motive, the content of practice, the nature of errors and off-task behaviors, physical 
environment, and the interaction of family members were observed. Although each student’s 
ability to self-regulate practice was varied, the overall results showed low levels of self-regulate 
behaviors during practice. Practicing consisted mostly of playing through the entire piece once or 
twice. When errors occurred they were either ignored, not identified, or were corrected by 
repeating one or two notes. The physical environment had a strong effect on developing good 
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practice habits in these young instrumentalists. Parental involvement during children’s practice 
could be either positive or negative, depending on their interactions.    
 McPherson and McCormick (1999) investigated motivational and self-regulated learning 
components of musical practice on 190 pianists. Subjects (ages 9 to 18) were completing 
performance examinations at the Trinity College of London in Australia. Participants were 
informed to arrive at the examination centers thirty minutes prior to their exam time to complete 
a questionnaire. The questionnaire had two parts. The first part used a 7-point likert scale (1 = 
not at all true of me, to 7 = very true of me) which included 17 items on self-regulatory learning 
components (cognitive strategy use, self-regulation of practice) and motivational components 
(intrinsic value, anxiety and confidence). The second part used a 5-point scale (never, rarely, 
sometimes, often, everyday) which consisted of 11 items on how much students practiced to 
prepare for the exam and how often students practice various activities (informal/creative 
activities, repertoire, and technical work) on their instruments. The results revealed a strong 
positive relationship among the three components of practice (informal/creative activities, 
repertoire, and technical work), the cognitive engagement, and intrinsic value. Students who had 
a greater amount of practice in informal/creative activities (playing by ear, improvising for 
enjoyment), repertoire (learning new pieces or reviewing old pieces), and technical work (using 
warm-up exercise, scales, arpeggios) showed more cognitive engagement during their practice, 
and expressed more intrinsic interest in learning their instruments (1999, p. 101).   
 Another similar study by McPherson and McCormick (2000) examined the contribution 
of internal (effort, ability, nervousness) and external (task difficulty, luck) factors, and self-
regulation and motivation on students’ music performance examinations. Subjects were 349 
instrumentalists (ages 9 to 18, mean = 12.81) who played either piano, or a string, brass, or 
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woodwind instrument, and were completing a music examination at Trinity College. According 
to their ages and their proficiency levels (determined by Trinity College music examination), 
subjects were divided into beginner, intermediate, and advanced. Following the same procedure 
as the previous study (1999), subjects filled out a questionnaire before they took their exam. The 
questionnaire was the same as in the 1999 study, but with the addition of two extra questions on 
general self-efficacy (how good a musician do you think you are in comparison with other 
students of your own age?) and performance self-efficacy (what result do you think you will get 
for your exam today?), and two questions on students’ success or failure of their performance 
exam (how much of the result for your performance examination today do you think will be 
caused by the following? what one factor will have the most influence on your exam result 
today? Answer attributions: “having a lucky day,” “how hard you try during the exam, your 
overall ability- how gifted you are as a musician,” “how nervous you get during the exam,” “how 
hard you practiced for the exam,” and “how hard the exam turns out to be”) (p. 34). The result 
showed that most students believed that internal factors contributed most to the outcome of their 
performance examination. “How hard you practiced for the exam” was selected the most by all 
three levels of students, and “how hard the exam turns out to be” and “having a lucky day” were 
the least chosen by the students. The analysis of student predictions of their performance results 
revealed that performance self-efficacy was the best predictor for the beginner, intermediate, and 
advanced levels. There were three other strong predictors: intrinsic value, general self-efficacy, 
and self-regulation. The finding of this study suggested, “how students think about themselves, 
the task and their performance is just as important as the time they devote to practicing their 
instrument” (p. 31).  
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 Austin and Berg (2006) examined the effects of motivation and self-regulation of sixth-
grade band and orchestra students on their practice. Subjects (N=224) were participating in an 
all-county elementary instrumental music festival from 85 elementary schools. All students were 
instructed to complete a researcher-developed questionnaire (the Music Practice Inventory, MPI) 
which consisted of 36 statements (10 practice motivation items, and 26 practice regulation items) 
and two narratives describing how you practice typically and how you practice a difficult piece. 
The results of the MPI revealed that orchestra students showed a higher level of motivation 
toward practice than band students. However, there were no differences between the two groups 
in the frequency or amount of practice or practice regulation. The practice environment had a 
strong effect on students’ practice motivation and regulation. The two written narratives 
indicated that some students applied various practice strategies, but some did not. 
 Miksza (2012) “develop[ed] and test[ed] the construct validity and reliability 
of a self-report measure of self-regulated practice behaviors” created for beginning and 
intermediate instrumentalists (p. 321). Participants were 302 middle school band students in 
grades 6 to 8. A questionnaire was designed to evaluate 5 dimensions of a self-regulation 
theoretical model developed by McPherson and Zimmerman in 2002. The researcher created a 
questionnaire consisting of 47 items using the following 5 dimensions of the self-regulation 
theoretical model: self-efficacy/motive (10 items), method (14 items), behavior (7 items), time 
management (6 items), and social influences (10 items). All participants were instructed to 
complete the 47-item questionnaire as well as 4 extra questions about their practice habits, such 
as, the length of their practice time per day, the frequency of their practice per day, the 
percentages of time spent on formal and informal practice, and how they would rate their daily 
practice efficiency. Results showed a strong correlation between the practice habits and 5 
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dimensions of self-regulation. The finding suggested that the best model of measuring self-
regulated practice included 4 factors: self-efficacy, method and behavior combined, time 
management, and social influence. 
 Other researchers were interested in factors contributing to college students’ practice 
(Hamann, Lucas, McAllister, & Teachout, 1998). The subjects for this study were 711 (M=352, 
and F=359) undergraduate and graduate music-major students from three universities. All 
subjects responded to a practice questionnaire using a 4-point likert scale (1 Never, 2 Sometimes, 
3 Often, and 4 Always). Six factors were found to contribute to university music students’ 
practice routines: Internal Satisfaction, Practice and Conflicts, Practice Organization, 
Physical/Mental Limitations, Practice Stamina, and External Influences. Within those six factors, 
Internal Satisfaction and Practice Organization were rated the most important factors by the 
students.  
 Nielsen (2004) investigated the effect of self-regulated learning strategies and self-
efficacy beliefs of first-year college music students on their individual practice. Subjects were 
130 first-year music students (Male=59, and Female=71) in church music, performance, or music 
education programs at six institutions. Students were instructed to complete two different types 
of questionnaires that used a 7-point scale (1= not at all true of me; 7= very true of me). One was 
50 items of self-regulated learning strategies including cognitive strategies (rehearsal, 
elaboration, organization and critical thinking), metacognitive strategies (metacognitive self-
regulation), and resource management strategies (time and study environment, effort regulation, 
peer learning and help seeking). The other questionnaire consisted of 8 statements of self-
efficacy beliefs (one’s own ability to complete tasks). The findings indicated that music students 
in general applied cognitive, metacognitive, and resource management strategies during their 
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practice, but the resource management strategies were less used than the other two strategies. 
Students with higher self-efficacy beliefs were more likely to use cognitive strategies. The 
findings of gender differences showed that male students had much higher self-efficacy beliefs 
than female students in performance and church music majors, but not in the music education 
major. 
 Although the review of motivation and self-regulation studies does not concentrate on 
piano practice alone, the involvement of motivation and self-regulation for practicing other 
instruments is the same as practicing piano or practicing all music. 
 
Studies and Methodologies Most Related to this Dissertation 
 
 There are several studies which motivated the researcher to investigate: 1) how teachers 
address students to practice during applied piano lessons, 2) how students practice during their 
subsequent practice sessions, and 3) how these two conditions affect student performance. 
Findings of some studies showed conflicting answers between teachers and students regarding 
practice (Barry & McArthur, 1994; Duke et al., 1997; Kostka, 2002; Lee, 2010). Results of other 
studies revealed inconsistency when comparing students’ self-reported behaviors in 
questionnaires on practice and what researchers observed in the recordings of their practice 
sessions (Byo & Cassidy, 2008; Barry, 2007). In the studies of Barry (2007) and Carter (2010), 
both observed an applied lesson and the subsequent practice sessions in order to see how 
teachers teach students how to practice during the lesson and how students perceive it and apply 
it to their subsequent practice sessions. The results of these two studies contradicted one another.  
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 Several studies used rehearsal frames to analyze interactions between teacher and student 
during the applied lesson (Duke & Buckner, 1996; Buckner, 1997; Colprit, 2000). The rehearsal 
frame allows an observer to focus attention on the performance goals (targets) during the lesson 
or rehearsal. Other studies evaluated student performance to assess the effectiveness of teaching 
and efficiency of practice (Barry, 1992; Miksza, 2007; Rohwer & Polk, 2006; Duke et al., 2009; 
Williamon & Valentine, 2000). 
 The studies mentioned above contributed the idea and suggested the methodology for this 
dissertation. Therefore, the researcher will examine how students approach a new piece, what 
and how teachers teach students to practice during the lesson, and what and how students 
practice during their subsequent practice sessions. The pre-and post- performance trials from the 
recorded practice sessions will then be evaluated by three independent judges. Rehearsal frames 
will be used to observe and analyze all collected video recordings.  
 Some studies mentioned above have been reviewed in other parts of Chapter Two; 
therefore, the studies that have not been reviewed previously will be presented here.  
2.6 Inconsistency of Practice Reports  
 Duke et al. (1997) investigated the benefits children derive from private piano instruction 
compared to the perceptions of piano teachers, parents, and students regarding the advantage of 
piano study for children. Participants included 124 teachers, 663 students and their parents from 
across the United States. The results of the questionnaire showed that piano study contributed to 
developing discipline, concentration, confidence, responsibility, and self-esteem. Results also 
showed that there was no evidence that piano study enhanced students’ academic achievement. 
The majority of students were positive in their response to piano lessons and performance, but 
much less so regarding practicing.   
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 Byo and Cassidy (2008) examined music practice behaviors of music education major 
students using both a survey and observation to obtain data. There were 38 subjects who 
participated in the self-report survey which asked about the techniques they used in practice. An 
observation portion, which had 9 subjects who videotaped themselves practicing, provided a 
view of employing these techniques in actual practice. The finding indicated all participants 
expressed common practice techniques; however, in observation analysis, those practice 
techniques were rarely observed in actual use in the practice room. 
 Kostka (2002) used a survey to find the practice expectations and attitudes of college 
music students and teachers. One hundred thirty-four students and 127 teachers participated in 
the survey, and all participants responded to 10 questions about expectations and attitudes 
regarding practicing music (similar to Hamann, Lucas, McAllister, & Teachout, 1998). Results 
showed that teachers expected students to practice more weekly and follow a specific practice 
routine. Teachers also reported that they discussed practice strategies with students, but only 
33% of students reported that practice strategies were discussed in their lessons. 
 Lee (2010) compared practice strategies between Korean and American undergraduate 
piano major students, and their teachers’ expectations for practicing piano. Subjects were 30 
Korean students, 16 Korean piano teachers, 36 American students, and 15 American piano 
teachers. All participants completed a survey regarding to practice techniques: questions for 
students were focused on their use and understanding of practice techniques; questions for 
teachers asked for their recommendations for effective practice techniques. Results showed that a 
majority of students were aware of a variety of practice techniques, but some practice techniques 
were hardly used. This finding was similar to the result of Byo’s and Cassidy’s study in 2008.  
Teachers recommended that students should use those techniques, such as analysis, mental 
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practice, and experimentation, more often. The different findings between Korean students and 
American students were that only 14% of Korean students followed practice routines contrasted 
to 68% of American students. Although 57% of Korean teachers answered that they always gave 
students practice instructions, only 19% of Korean students held the same view.  
2.7 Applied Lessons and Student’s Subsequent Practice Sessions 
 Currently, there are only two research studies that have investigated the relationship 
between applied lessons and students’ subsequent practice sessions. Barry’s study entitled “A 
qualitative study of applied music lessons and subsequent student practice sessions” (2007) 
examined the relationship between student-teacher interactions in the college applied music 
lesson and subsequent individual student practice behaviors. Three college music instructors 
(low brass, woodwinds, and strings), and 12 of their students participated in this experiment. The 
method that used to obtain the data for this study included videotaping lessons and practice 
sessions, and administering questionnaires to teachers and students. Three different styles of 
teaching were observed in the videotaped lessons. The results revealed a low consistency 
between the practice procedures reported on the students’ and teachers’ questionnaires and the 
observed recordings of practice sessions and lessons. Students also employed very limited 
practice techniques during their practice sessions. 
 Another study was Carter’s “Observations of practice characteristics of undergraduate 
clarinet students in practice sessions and preceding applied lessons” (2010). The study was 
divided into two parts. In the first part, Carter observed the practice sessions (30 minutes each) of 
16 clarinetists and used a pre-designed chart of ten characteristics of effective practice (adapted 
from the study of Duke et al., 2009) to evaluate the recordings. Results showed that 94% of 
students were able to identify errors immediately, but lacked an effective practice strategy to 
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correct errors. The second part of this study compared the practice sessions of four students to 
what transpired in their preceding applied lessons. The results showed that the two students who 
practiced most effectively in their practice sessions talked with their teachers about practicing 
during the lesson. Their teachers also taught how to practice consistently throughout the lesson.     
2.8 Rehearsal Frame 
 Robert Duke (1994) and a later review of research studies introduced the rehearsal frame 
model to examine the act of rehearing in band, choir, and orchestra rehearsals. In the online 
website of the Center for Music Learning, Duke explained “observations of learning episodes in 
music are facilitated by viewing lessons and rehearsals in discrete time intervals (rehearsal 
frames) that are devoted to accomplishing identifiable proximal goals.” The rehearsal frame 
allowed researchers to examine the interactions between the teacher and the student during music 
teaching. Those studies below used rehearsal frames to observe teacher-student interactions 
during applied music lessons. 
 Buckner (1997) investigated teachers’ and students’ behaviors in 40 applied piano 
lessons. Twenty piano teachers and two intermediate level students from each teacher 
participated in this study. The researcher not only recorded all lessons, but also made an outline 
of the events in each lesson, including information on repertoire, student-teacher interactions, 
and student rehearsal procedures. An 8 to12 minute segment of work on repertoire demonstrating 
the highest level of interaction between teacher and student was extracted from each lesson for 
detailed analysis. Each extracted segment was divided into rehearsal frames according to 
performance goals identified by the teacher (labeled “targets”). The total of 328 rehearsal frames 
were evaluated and marked successful or unsuccessful according to whether the student was able 
to perform the identified target successfully at the end of the rehearsal frame. Then, Buckner 
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compared the lessons of the five teachers who had the greatest number of successful rehearsal 
frames to the lessons of the remaining 15 teachers. The results revealed that the lessons of the 
five most successful teachers were faster paced (in the rates of teacher talking, and student 
performance) than the other 15 teachers. There was also twice as much positive feedback from 
those five teachers than with the other 15 teachers, and surprisingly, negative feedback from 
those five teachers was three times more than with the other teachers. The implication of this 
study suggested that successful teachers are not only able to produce highly effective instruction, 
but also are more demanding and discriminating when it comes to performance.  
 Colprit (2000) examined teacher and student behavior in 48 violin and cello lessons 
taught by 12 expert Suzuki string teachers. Forty-eight lesson excerpts were divided into 
rehearsal frames that included the instructional activities devoted to the performance goals 
(targets) identified by the teacher. Instructional activities within rehearsal frames were examined 
in the rate, duration, and proportion of time devoted to aspects of teacher and student behavior. 
Result indicated that teacher and student activities were frequent and short, showing a fast pace 
of instruction.  A high rate of teacher approval and a clear focus on aspects of performance 
during the lessons were observed. This is a model study of teacher-student interaction in studio 
teaching, and provides a clear example of use of the rehearsal frame in studying private teaching. 
2.9 Effect of Practice Strategies on Performance Achievement 
 Barry (1992) examined the effect of field dependent/independent, gender, and structured 
and unstructured practice strategies on instrumental students’ performance. She assigned 55 
brass and woodwind students from 7th and 10th grades to either a free practice group or a 
structured practice group. Subjects had four short practice sessions across two weeks, and a post-
test of their performances was measured on rhythm accuracy, note accuracy, and musicality by 3 
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independent judges. Results showed no significant difference of the post-test on both gender and 
field dependent/independent. However, results indicated that the practice procedures used by the 
structured practice group were more productive of improving the musical performance. These 
findings were consistent with other literature, suggesting that a highly structured and systematic 
practice was an effective way of improving musical performance.  
 Miksza (2007) examined relationships among observed practice behaviors, self-reported 
practice habits, and performance achievement of high school wind players. Subjects were wind 
players (N=60, M=30, F=30) from 6 high school band programs in Indiana and New Jersey. 
Participants were asked to practice in 3 sessions of 25 minutes each for three days. They then 
rated their practice efficiency after each practice and completed a practice survey. Pre-test and 
post-test were conducted right before and right after each practice session. The material was a 
researcher-composed etude. Practice sessions, pre-test, and post-test were digitally recorded for 
observation purposes. Practice sessions were observed for frequencies of selected practice 
behaviors, and performance sessions (pre- and post-test) were rated by objective and subjective 
measures. Results showed that repeat measure, repeat section, and marking part were the 
behaviors most frequently observed in the practice sessions. Other behaviors that had significant 
correlations with performance achievement were repeat section, whole-part-whole, slowing, and 
skipping directly to or just before critical music sections of the etude. Self-evaluations of practice 
efficiency were strongly related to performance achievement on day 1, but not day 2 or 3. 
 A study by Rohwer and Polk (2006) had 3 main objectives: to study the relationship 
between the number of practice strategies students could articulate and their performance 
improvement scores; to identify trends in students’ 5-minute practice behaviors; and to compare 
students’ achievement based on their practice procedures. Participants were 65 eighth-grade 
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students from five middle schools. Each participant was instructed to go through a practice 
session which included answering a question related to practice, sight-reading a 24-measure 
exercise (pre-test), practicing the sight-reading piece for 5 minutes, and then performing the 
sight-reading exercise again (post-test). All participants’ practice sessions were recorded for 
analysis and rating. The results showed a positive relationship between performance 
improvement and the verbalized practice technique. Four different types of practice habit from 
all participants were categorized: holistic-noncorrective practicers (don’t stop for errors), 
holistic-corrective practicers (stopped only for errors), analytic-reactive practicers (stopped to 
remediate sections), and analytic-proactive practicers (jumped around to fix errors). There were 
significant differences between holistic practicers and analytic practicers on both pre- and post-
test. Overall, the analytic practicers had more significant improvement than the holistic practicers 
in the post-test. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
METHOD 
 
 Several studies that used surveys and questionnaires to investigate the topic of practice 
and practice strategies yielded conflicting responses from teachers and students regarding the 
teaching of practice strategies in the applied lesson (Barry & McArthur, 1994; Duke et al., 1997; 
Kostka, 2002; Lee, 2010). This study observed the teaching of practice strategies in the applied 
lesson and their application in subsequent practice sessions. All video recorded sessions were 
divided into rehearsal frames for detailed observation and analysis. Prior dissertation research 
that focused on observing applied piano lessons, it was found that the number of participants 
ranged from 8 to 26, and the number of lessons and practice sessions recorded and observed 
ranged from 40 to 72 depending on the length of each session (Carter, 2010; Buckner, 1997; 
Maynard, 2000; Siebenaler, 1992; Speer, 1991; Carlin, 1997; Budai, 2005; Williamon, 1999). 
Based on these findings, and on other more practical matters, it was determined that 15 subjects 
(5 piano professors and 10 piano students) would be sufficient for this study, resulting in 40 
video recordings of lessons and practice sessions.  
3.1 Participants 
 This study has been reviewed by The University of Mississippi’s Institutional Review 
Board (IRB). The IRB has determined that this study fulfills the obligations for human subject 
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protections required by state and federal law and University policies.  Participants were five 
piano professors from either colleges or universities in Mississippi, Arkansas, and Alabama. 
Each professor recruited two piano-major (BA, BM, BME) undergraduate students from his or 
her piano studio, with one student in the first or second year of college, and the other one in the 
third or fourth year. Five professors and ten piano major students participated in this study. An 
applied piano lesson and three practice sessions for each student were video-recorded for this 
project, resulting in a total of 40 sessions (30 minutes each).    
3.2 Setting 
 Students whose principal instrument was piano typically have already had many years of 
formal piano training prior to attending college. One could rationally assume then that piano-
major students in this study should know how to practice a new piece, and that students in the 
upper level should have even more experience than those in the lower level on how to approach a 
new piece by themselves.  Therefore, I recorded a practice session between 2 to 4 hours before 
students had their first lesson in order to observe how the students themselves approached a new 
piece. Next, I recorded that part of a student’s applied lesson in which the teacher went through 
the chosen piece.  Then, I recorded two sessions of the students’ subsequent practice within 48 
hours, and these two practice sessions could be occur on the same day or in two consecutive 
days. All recording procedures followed either schedule 1 or schedule 2:  
Schedule 1: 
 Day 1: observation of students’ preparation of a new repertoire selection,    
  and then observation of their applied lessons.  
 Day 2: observation of students’ practice session. 
 Day 3: observation of students’ practice session. 
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Schedule 2: 
 Day 1: observation of students’ preparation of a new repertoire selection,    
  and then observation of their applied lessons.  
 Day 2: observation of students’ practice session 1, and observation of    
  students’ practice session 2. 
 All sessions were recorded on a JVC GZ-E 10 HD Video Camera by the researcher. The 
recorded videos were transferred to a MacBook computer for detailed observation and analysis.   
3.3 Procedure 
 Each professor who agreed to participate in this project was asked to recruit two of his or 
her undergraduate piano-major students as participants (one freshman or sophomore, one junior 
or senior). The researcher obtained consent from all participants (teachers and students) prior to 
video recording any of the lessons or practice sessions (Appendix A: Participant Release Form). 
Professors and students were notified that the primary focus of this study was to examine the 
effects of applied piano instruction on the students’ subsequent practice sessions (Information 
Sheet in Appendix B). Written directions explaining what teachers and students should do during 
the lesson and practice sessions were given in advance (Appendix C: Directions for Participant 
Students and Teachers). The music scores were provided to each teacher, and the music score, a 
pencil, and a metronome were provided to each student. If there were any questions, the 
researcher was there to answer them before the recording began. A simple survey regarding each 
professor’s teaching experience, educational background, and the practice routines they 
recommended to their students were given to each teacher at the end of the lesson (Appendix D: 
Background Information for Teachers).  
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 The researcher personally recorded all practice sessions and applied lessons to insure 
consistency from studio to studio and student to student. In order to make sure each professor 
clearly understood the process, the researcher asked each of them to read the directions first and 
explained and demonstrated the directions. Then, the researcher set up the camcorder in each 
professor’s studio before the lesson started, but was not present during the lesson so that the 
piano lesson could be as normal as possible. All students’ practice sessions were recorded in the 
same way. Students were told to practice as normal, as if the camera were not there and that they 
should mark the music freely and use the metronome as needed. A simple survey regarding the 
students’ piano experience, educational background, and the practice routines they follow were 
given to each student at the end of the practice session (Appendix E: Background Information for 
Students). 
3.4 A Survey of Participants’ Background Information 
 Each participant filled out a simple survey, which contains two parts. The first part 
collected identifying information for each participant’s name, institution, education background, 
and major. All participants’ names and institutions were coded to maintain anonymity. The 
second part included seven questions, which related to the participants’ piano experience 
background, practice habits, and opinions of participating in this study. The survey questions 
were listed below.  
Questions for the teacher participants were: 
1. How many years have you taught applied piano at the college level? 
2. Approximately how many piano students do you teach per semester (college and  pre-
 college)? 
3.  Approximately how many hours do you expect your students to practice per week? 
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4.  Have you discussed practice strategies with your students?  Yes___ No___ 
5.  Do you suggest that your students have a regular plan or routine for practicing?   
     Yes___ No___; if yes, please briefly describe: 
6.  Are the selected pieces suitable for your students’ piano abilities?  
     For lower level:  Too Easy      Easy       Suitable       Hard       Too Hard 
     For higher level:  Too Easy      Easy      Suitable       Hard       Too Hard 
 
7.  Do you feel any benefit for participating in this study? Yes___ No___; if yes,  please 
 describe: 
Answers from the teacher surveys were listed below: 
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Table 1 
The survey answers of each teacher participant 
 
Teacher’s 
Name 
A B C D E 
Institution Z Y X W V 
Highest 
Degree 
DMA DMA DMA DMA DMA 
Major Piano Performance Piano Performance Piano 
Performance 
Piano 
Performance 
Piano/Piano 
Pedagogy 
Question 1 17 9 15 7 4 
Question 2 12 6 16 35 10 
Question 3 12 10 at least 10 20 20-25 
Question 4 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Question 5 Yes. Warm up (15 
minutes); various 
methods for comfort 
w/notes, fluidity, 
memorization; long-
term polish and 
performance 
Yes. I tell them to 
start with a warm-up 
with 
scales/arpeggios. 
And they schedule 
regular practice time 
every day, (i.e. 7-
9pm). For their 
repertoire, they break 
down their repertoire 
to several sections 
and work on each of 
them until they get 
familiar with it.  
Yes. 
Scheduled 
practice 
hours and 
practice 
goals. 
Yes. Suggest 
students 
schedule 
their practice 
time and 
keep a 
practice 
journal. 
Yes. View 
the video of 
lessons, take 
notes. 
Identify 
difficult 
sections. 
Reflect.  
Question 6 LL: Suitable 
UL: Suitable 
LL1: Easy 
LL 2: Suitable 
LL: Suitable 
UL: Hard 
LL: Easy 
UL: Suitable  
LL: Suitable 
UL: Easy 
Question 7 Yes. The students 
who participate get 
an insight into 
advanced research 
and study, there will 
be unforeseen 
benefits for each 
student to be more 
aware of their 
learning strategies 
and their basic ability 
to practice, 
discerning important 
steps in their 
personal progress, 
and the overall 
effectiveness of their 
approach.  
Yes. This 
participation was an 
opportunity for me to 
think about how to 
organize each lesson 
per student in a better 
and more effective 
way, considering 
student’s deficiency, 
learning style, and 
level. 
Yes. 
Students 
involved 
will become 
more aware 
of their 
practice 
strategies. 
Overall 
results will 
(hopefully) 
provide 
insight that I 
may use to 
refine my 
teaching 
approaches.  
Yes. 
Hopefully 
students 
become 
aware of 
application 
of practice 
strategies.  
Yes. People 
don’t know 
how to 
practice. 
More 
importantly, 
teachers 
seldom give 
students 
advice for 
how to 
practice! 
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Questions for the student participants were: 
 
1.  How many years have you studied piano? 
 
2.  How many years have you studied piano with your current piano professor? 
 
3.  Approximately how many hours do you practice piano per week? 
 
4.  Have you discussed practice strategies with your teacher?  Yes___ No___ 
 
5.  Do you have a regular plan or routine for practicing? Yes___ No___; if yes, please 
 briefly describe: 
6.  Is the selected piece suitable for your piano ability?  
 
 _____Too Easy 
 _____Easy 
 _____Suitable 
 _____Hard 
 _____Too Hard 
 
7.  Do you feel any benefit for participating in this study? Yes___ No___; if yes,  please 
 describe: 
Answers from the student surveys were listed below: 
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Table 2 
The survey answers of upper-level student participants 
 
Student’s Name UA UC UD UE 
Institution Z X W V 
The Year of 
School 
Junior Junior Senior Senior 
Major Piano Performance Music (BA)/ 
Psychology 
Piano Performance Piano 
Performance 
Question 1 12 14 10 16 
Question 2 2 and 1/2 3 2 1 
Question 3 14-15 6 20 30 
Question 4 Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Question 5 Yes. I always begin 
my practice sessions 
by warming up with 
scale and finger 
exercises. Then I 
work on my 
repertoire, 
practicing stops in 
which I struggle, 
with or without a 
metronome, at 
different tempos, in 
different 
articulations, hands 
separately and 
eventually together. 
Yes. I generally 
pick a goal for each 
piece I want to 
accomplish and 
starts there.  
Yes. I concentrate 
on small sections in 
my pieces each day, 
then review my 
work from the 
previous day. 
No. I usually 
examine a piece 
first, identify 
difficult spots 
(either phrasing or 
technically 
challenging 
passages) and 
begin with those.  
Question 6 Suitable Suitable Suitable Easy 
Question 7 Yes. This study by 
making me speak 
what I was doing, 
forced me to 
analyze my own 
practice methods 
and realize my lack 
of organized, 
systematic 
practicing.  
Yes. Gave me a 
chance to think 
harder about how I 
practice and using 
my time more 
effectively to 
accomplish my 
goals on pieces.  
Yes. Verbalizing 
practice techniques 
helps me to focus 
more on what I am 
practicing.  
Yes. This study is 
making me aware 
of what I do when 
I practice.  
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Table 3 
The survey answers of lower-level student participants 
 
Student’s 
Name 
AL BL1 BL2 CL DL EL 
Institution Z Y Y X W V 
The Year 
of School 
Sophomore Freshman Freshman Freshman Freshman Freshman 
Major Piano 
Performance 
Piano 
Performan
ce 
Music 
Education 
Music 
(BA) 
Piano 
Performance 
Piano 
Performance 
Question 1 13 14 6 12 and 1/2 14 13 
Question 2 1 and 1/2 2 and ½ 
months 
2 and ½ 
months 
1 Less than 1 
year 
1 
Question 3 12-13 24 10 4 15-20 6-8 
Question 4 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Question 5 Yes. I try to 
practice an hour 
in the morning 
and an hour in 
the evening, and 
I try to practice 
one more hour 
in the afternoon 
or early 
morning 
depending on 
the day.  
No. I have 
photograp
hic 
memory. I 
usually 
read music 
first at my 
room 
before I 
come to 
practice 
that helps 
me learn 
the piece 
faster and 
memorize 
quickly. 
Yes. For 
my 
practice 
routine, I 
warm up 
with 
scales, and 
practice 
weak spots 
in my 
piece.  
No. I 
altered 
scales and 
solo 
pieces. I 
don’t 
really 
follow 
what 
teacher’s 
notes to 
practice. I 
practice 
my own 
way.  
Yes. I warm 
up with 
scales. I go 
through each 
piece 
separately. 
For each 
piece, I 
generally play 
through it 
once and then 
work on 
separate 
sections 
individually. 
When done 
practicing 
section, I 
usually play it 
through once 
more.  
No. 
Question 6 Suitable Suitable Easy Suitable Suitable Easy 
Question 7 Yes. It made me 
think more 
about how I 
practice and 
how to make the 
most out of the 
time I spend 
since each time 
I practiced this 
piece I only had 
a limited 
amount of time. 
Yes. Help 
my sight-
reading. 
Yes. This 
is a great 
way to 
learn 
music fast 
in a small 
amount of 
time.  
Yes. I like 
getting in 
at specific 
set times 
to practice. 
Yes. Learning 
a new piece is 
always 
informative. 
Speaking 
aloud what I 
am practicing 
forces me to 
have clearer 
ideas of what 
it is that I am 
doing.  
Yes. It has 
helped me 
analyze my 
practice 
habits.  
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3.5 Video/Data Analysis 
 All the video recordings from both lessons and practice sessions were observed and 
analyzed. The researcher recorded (on paper) the exact time at which the teacher identified an 
aspect of the student’s performance that needed improvement (the target), assigned a name to the 
target, and then recorded the subsequent activity between the teacher and the student related to 
that target. When the teacher identified a new target, the researcher again recorded the exact time 
that he/she did so and followed the same procedure as just outlined. The same procedure was 
used on the student practice sessions (except that I recorded the time when the student started 
playing the piano) until all practice targets and subsequent practice activities were identified. 
Chronological outlines of practice targets and subsequent activities that occurred in the lessons 
and the practice sessions were created. This allowed me to compare the practice targets and 
practice strategies identified in the applied lessons with those identified in the individual practice 
sessions. After analyzing all data from field notes, recordings, and interviews , I created a 
narrative report for each student to examine and compare how each student practiced a new piece 
and to identify what extra aids were used (such as pencils, and metronomes).  
 Scribe 4.2 (Simple Computer Recording Interface for Behavioral Evaluation, created by 
Robert Duke and Dale Stammen) was used to observe teachers’ and students’ behaviors in the 
selected segments of the applied lessons. The duration, frequency, and sequence of teachers’ and 
students’ selected behaviors were recorded for detailed analysis. Those behaviors included the 
teacher’s talking, coaching (singing, conducting, clapping, and counting), and modeling 
(performing on the piano with or without verbalization), and the student’s talking and 
performing.  
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 A pre-test at the end of the first practice session and a post-test at the end of third practice 
session were conducted in which each student’s performance was evaluated by three college 
piano professors using a piano evaluation form.  The evaluation form was created by the 
researcher for the present study (See Appendix F). After the researcher collected evaluation 
forms back from three evaluators, she was able to compile the scores and then to rank the 
students’ performance improvement within their own levels. In the upper level, the students were 
ranked from 1 (the most improvement) to 4 (the least improvement), and in the lower level, the 
students were ranked from 1 to 6.  
3.6 Description of the Evaluation Form 
 
 Originally, I planned to adapt the evaluation form from either a college piano jury 
assessment form or a piano audition/festival evaluation form. After looking over various 
assessment rubrics of many performance evaluation forms from other schools and auditions, I 
found that most performance assessments were either a 4-point scale or a 5-point scale. For the 
4-point scale, forms often include Arabic numbers (4, 3, 2, 1 or 10, 9, 8, 7) or quality-ranking 
adjectives (excellent, proficient, adequate and poor). A 5-point scale also used Arabic numbers 
(0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, 4, 3, 2, 0) or quality-ranking adjectives (advanced, proficient, basic, minimal, 
and poor or superior, excellent, good, fair, and poor). These evaluation methods were developed 
to assess the mastery of piano repertoire that students had prepared for months and were ready to 
perform.  
 In this study, however, the pre-test and posttest were focused on how much improvement 
students made after only three 30-minute practice sessions within two or three days. Neither a 4-
point scale nor a 5-point scale evaluation methods would be suitable to assess the micro 
improvement between the pre-test and post-test in this project. Therefore, I decided to create an 
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evaluation form specifically to fit the purpose of this project. The original design of this 
evaluation form included eight performance categories developed specifically to assess the two 
selected pieces and each category would be rated in a10-point scale (1= poorest and 10 = 
superior). A 10-point scale included more room for evaluating the small improvements than a 4- 
or 5-point scale. The evaluation form was sent to one of the evaluators who had more than 
twenty years of teaching experience in a university and had served as an adjudicator in many 
auditions and competitions, for review. After I received feedback on the evaluation form, 
revisions were made before the form was distributed to the evaluators.  
 In order to improve accuracy and reliability among the three evaluators, I added simple 
descriptions to the rating scale, for example, 1= unable to execute, 2-3= major problems or flaws, 
4-5= significant problems that inhibit music making, etc. Also, two more performance categories 
were added to the original eight to more accurately evaluate performances of the selected pieces. 
A final evaluation form was listed in the Appendix F.  
3.7 Definitions  
 Targets (for the lesson) – the teacher identifies (verbalizes) an aspect of the student’s 
performance that needs improvement during rehearsal of the selected piece in the lesson. These 
performance aspects are labeled targets. Each identified target includes a measure number and a 
brief description of the problem, for example, “fingering problem,” “uneven rhythm,” 
“crescendo phrase,” etc. (Buckner, 1997, and Colprit, 2000).  
 Targets (for the practice sessions) – the student identifies (verbalizes) an aspect of his or 
her performance of the selected piece that needs improvement during the practice sessions. These 
identified performance aspects are labeled targets. Each identifies target includes a measure 
number and a brief description of the problem, such as “staccato notes,” “legato phrase,” “bring 
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out melodic line,” etc. 
 Target duration (for the lesson) – begins when a teacher identifies an aspect of student 
performance that needs improvement and ends when the teacher initiates work on a new goal 
(target) (Duke, 1994, Duke & Buckner, 1996; Buckner, 1997; Colprit, 2000). 
 Target duration (for the practice sessions) – begins after a student identifies the problem 
area and when a student starts to play on the piano, and ends when the student stops practice on 
that particular segment or phrase. This measure does not include time when the student fits the 
particular phrase into a larger section.  
Table 4  
 
Definitions of Teacher and Student Behaviors 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Teacher and Student Behavior Categories 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Teacher talk – teacher gives verbal information, directions, or asks questions.  
Teacher coaching – teacher sings, conducts, claps, or counts with or without the student 
 playing; or the teacher plays the piano while the student also plays on the piano.  
Teacher modeling – teacher demonstrates on the piano with or without verbalization, and  with or 
without singing.  
Student talking – student answers teacher’s questions or asks questions verbally. 
Student performing – student plays the piano (can include silent performance).  
________________________________________________________________________ 
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3.5 Reliability 
 I identified all practice targets and measured the duration of activities devoted to the 
targets in applied lessons and practice sessions; I observed teachers’ and students’ behaviors in 
each of the segments identified during the applied piano lessons. Multiple reviews of the video 
recordings insured the accuracy of the observations and reliability of the data. Evaluations of 
each student’s performance achievement (a pre-test and a post-test) by the three college piano 
professors from Mississippi, Florida, and Taiwan were completed independently.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
 All data was collected from video recordings, surveys, field notes, and interviews. Ten 
student participants were video recorded while (1) preparing assigned repertoire prior to an 
applied lesson, (2) receiving instruction during an applied lesson on the same repertoire, and (3, 
4) practicing the assigned repertoire in two subsequent practice sessions after the applied lesson. 
This resulted in 40 video segments, each approximately 30-minutes in duration, that were 
analyzed to answer the following research questions. Pre-test and Post-test evaluations were also 
made for each participant’s performance of the assigned repertoire and are presented later in this 
chapter.  
Research Question 1:  
How do piano students at both lower and upper levels approach a new piece before having their 
first applied lesson on it? 
 After analyzing all data from field notes, recordings of first practice sessions, and 
interviews, I created a narrative report for each student so I could examine and show how 
students in both lower and upper levels practiced a new piece and what extra aids were used 
(such as pencils, and metronomes). In order to clearly display the results in both lower-level 
students and upper-level students, I created four narrative categories of student approaches to a 
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new piece. The four categories were “first approach to the new piece,” “the order of practice,” 
“practice techniques,” and “extra aids.” The results of the upper-level students and the lower-
level students are displayed in Table 5 and Table 6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Table&5&&
Comparison*of*the*four*categories*on*how*upper3level*students*approach*a*new*piece&&& Upper+Level&Students&
Visions*Fugitives,*No.*8,*Op.*22&by&Prokofiev&Categories&& First&approach&to&the&new&piece& Priorities&during&practice&& Practice&Techniques&& Extra&aids&&Name&&UA&& Analyze&the&score&including&key&signatures,&time&signatures,&tonal&center,&dynamic,&form,&and&pedaling.&Play&through&the&whole&piece&with&hands&together.&
Start&with&m.&8&since&there&was&a&rhythmic&issue&when&initially&playing&through&the&whole&piece.&Next,&work&on&the&last&part&(mm.&21+24).&Then,&back&to&the&beginning&of&the&piece&practicing&phrase&by&phrase.&&
M.&8,&rhythm&problem—count&the&rhythm&and&play&first&with&right+hand&only,&and&then&hands&together.&&MM.&21+24,&play&RH&alone&paying&attention&to&note&accuracy.&All&phrases&practiced&almost&the&same&way—&first,&LH&alone,&and&RH&alone,&and&then&hands&together.&Careful&about&the&fingerings,&and&notes&and&rhythmic&accuracy.&&&
Use&pencil&occasionally&to&mark&fingerings&or&phrasings.&&
UC&& Look&over&the&piece&to&find&the&easy/difficult&spots.&Think&about&how&the&piece&would&sound.&Circle&the&key&changes.&Block&a&few&chords&in&the&beginning&measures&to&feel&the&key.&Play&through&the&whole&piece&with&hands&separate.&&
Start&with&m.&21,&the&most&difficult&spot.&Next,&back&to&mm.1+8,&and&skip&to&mm.&15+24.&Then,&back&to&mm.&11+16.&Last,&view&mm.&18+24.&&
For&the&most&difficult&spot&practice&one&hand&at&a&time&while&the&other&hand&marks&on&the&music&(fingering,&phrasing,&or&accidentals,&etc.).&When&playing&hands&together&play&only&the&downbeat&of&each&measure.&For&the&less&difficult&spots,&hands&together&first&and&occasionally&play&one&hand&at&a&time,&such&as&chromatic&scale&or&big&leap.&Check&all&dynamic&markings&at&the&end&of&practice&session.&&
Use&pencil&frequently&to&mark&fingerings&and&phrasings,&and&also&circle&the&accidentals,&key&changes,&and&dynamics.&Stretching&the&body&at&the&end.&&
&&&62&
 UD&&& Play&through&the&whole&piece&with&hands&together.&Recognize&the&last&part&of&the&piece&is&most&difficult&area.&Pay&attention&to&all&terminology.&&
Start&with&the&most&difficult&area&(mm.&21+24).&Go&on&to&the&next&difficult&place&(mm.&15+20),&and&also&work&on&the&connection&between&mm.&20+21.&Then,&practice&another&hard&spot,&mm.&11+14.&Last,&review&mm.&21+24&and&mm.&11+14.&&
MM.&21+24,&RH—first,&play&and&call&out&the&notes&with&sharps;&second,&slow&down&the&tempo&and&call&out&dynamics.&LH—practice&the&same&way&as&RH.&Then,&hands&together&at&a&slow&tempo.&Play&only&mm.&23+24&in&very&slow&tempo&checking&the&note&accuracy.&MM.&15+20,&play&both&hands&once&through&in&a&very&slow&tempo.&Analyze&the&LH&chords,&and&play&LH&alone&call&out&the&chords.&RH&plays&only&the&inner&voice&with&the&LH.&Then&add&all&voices&together.&Practice&MM.&11+14&the&same&way&as&mm.&15+20.&Also&work&on&the&transition&areas&between&the&phrases.&
Use&pencil&occasionally&
UE&& Check&the&entire&piece&and&find&both&musical&and&technically&difficult&places.&Play&through&mm.&21+22,&the&most&difficult&spot,&with&RH.&Check&on&the&fingerings&and&play&with&various&tempos.&&
Practice&in&order&from&the&beginning&of&the&piece&with&a&short&phrase&at&a&time&(between&2+4&measures).&After&practicing&a&new&phrase,&always&go&back&and&play&through&from&the&beginning.&Last,&analyze&the&structure&of&the&piece&and&play&through&the&whole&piece&again.&
Mostly&hands&together.&Repeat&mm.&1+4&many&times&concentrating&on&different&aspects&each&time,&such&as&dynamic,&voicing,&phrasing,&articulation,&or&pedaling.&Always&go&back&to&m.&1&and&play&through&whenever&a&new&phrase&was&added&for&the&purpose&of&connection.&Occasionally,&practice&two&measures&at&a&time&when&needed&to&work&on&the&fingering&and&note&accuracy.&Analyze&the&structure&of&the&piece&and&mark&on&the&melodic&phrases&at&the&last&and&play&through&the&whole&piece.&
Use&pencil&occasionally.&Use&a&smart&phone&to&check&the&terminology.&&
&
&
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 ! ! ! ! Table!6!!
! ! Comparison!of!the!four!categories!on!how!lower4level!students!approach!a!new!piece!!!
Lower,Level!Students!
Visions!Fugitives,!No.!10,!Op.!22!by!Prokofiev!Categories! First!approach!to!the!new!piece! Priorities!during!practice! Practice!techniques! Extra!aids!Names!LA! Look!at!the!score!and!try!to!identify!the!key!signature.!Then!play!through!the!whole!piece!with!hands!together.!
Basically!practice!in!order.!Begin!with!a!large!portion!of!the!music!from!m.!1!though!m.!17.!Then,!between!m.!18!and!m.!28,!practice!one!short!phrase!at!a!time!(between!2,3!measures).!Last,!work!on!the!ending!section!(mm.!31,39).!!!
Practice!frequently!with!hands!separated!using!the!metronome!to!keep!the!tempo!slow!and!steady.!Stop!the!metronome!when!working!on!note!accuracy.!With!the!rhythmic!problems,!count!aloud!with!the!metronome!ticking.!Save!unresolved!rhythmic!problems!for!lesson!time!with!the!teacher.!Pay!attention!to!the!fingerings.!!
Use!metronome!frequently.!!
LB1! Look!at!music!quickly.!Start!playing!through!the!LH!part!and!the!RH!part.!Then,!play!through!the!entire!piece!with!hands!together.!!
Mainly!practice!alteration!between!the!whole!piece!and!the!2nd!page!(mm.!17,39)!of!the!piece.!While!practicing!the!2nd!page,!focus!on!the!phrase!in!mm.!26,30!much!more!than!others,!because!the!rhythmic!difficulty!of!the!phrase.!!
Play!through!the!entire!piece!either!one!hand!at!a!time!or!hands!together.!Stop!at!the!troubled!spot(s)!and!work!on!it!one!hand!at!a!time,!then!go!on.!When!encountering!rhythm!problems,!play!one!hand!and!tap!the!beat!on!another!hand!in!a!slower!tempo.!Be!very!careful!about!the!articulations!and!dynamics!throughout!the!practice.!!
None.!Stretching!the!body!in!the!middle!of!practicing.!!
LB2! Look!at!the!left,hand!part!first—check!the! Start!with!the!first!page!(mm.!1,16).!Work!on!some!spots!that!have!rhythm!and! Mostly!practice!one!hand!at!a!time.!On!the!first!page,!work!on!the!hands!separated!with!a!metronome!first.!Stop!the!metronome!when! Use!pencil!to!circle!all!dynamic!
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 dynamics,!time!signature,!try!to!figure!out!the!key!signature.!Begin!playing!with!LH!through!the!first!page!(mm.!1,16).!
note,reading!problems!(such!as!mm.!11,14!and!mm.!15,16).!Move!on!to!the!second!page!(mm.!17,39)!and!play!through!first,!then!practice!in!sections—mm.!19,22,!mm.!25,30,!and!mm.!31,39.!At!the!end,!play!through!the!entire!piece!once.!!!
encountering!rhythmic!and!note,reading!problems.!If!playing!hands!together!presents!issues,!work!on!one!hand!at!a!time!with!a!metronome!before!putting!hands!together.!!On!the!2nd!page,!go!through!either!hand!in!a!very!slow!tempo.!Count!aloud!when!rhythmic!problems!are!encountered.!Mainly!work!on!the!RH!in!sections,!and!focus!on!note!accuracy.!!
markings.!Use!metronome!occasionally.!!
LC! Play!through!the!whole!piece!with!hands!together.!!
Play!through!the!entire!piece!a!few!times.!Then,!work!on!the!difficult!sections,!mm.15,39,!then!mm.!15,20,!and!back!to!mm.!15,39.!!
Begin!with!hands!separated,!work!on!note!accuracy!throughout!the!whole!piece.!Occasionally!write!down!the!note!names!on!the!music.!Repeat!certain!measure(s)!a!few!times!if!playing!wrong!notes.!Play!though!the!entire!piece!hands!together!without!fixing!any!problems.!Then,!play!through!the!more!difficult!section!again!with!hands!together!(mm.!15,39).!Attempt!to!play!with!metronome!(eighth!note!=42)!on!mm.!15,20,!but!not!successful,!so!play!without!the!metronome!from!m.!15!to!m.!39!again.!!!!
Use!pencil!to!write!down!a!few!note!names.!Use!metronome!once.!
LD! Look!at!musical!structure!of!the!piece,!and!check!the!key,!clefs,!rhythm,!difficult!areas,!tempo,!and!grace!notes.!Play!through!the!entire!piece!in!a!slow!tempo!with!hands!together.!
After!playing!through!the!entire!piece!once,!analyze!the!places!where!more!attention!is!needed.!Start!with!m.!15!to!m.!30.!Move!on!to!m.!31!to!m.!39.!Then,!back!to!m.!1!through!m.!14.!Finally,!play!the!entire!piece,!and!review!the!section!between!m.!34!to!m.!39!again.!!
After!playing!through!the!whole!piece,!notice!the!LH!part!has!a!lot!of!repetitions.!Therefore,!pay!more!attention!to!the!RH!part,!and!mm.!15,30!is!a!difficult!area.!Start!working!on!the!difficult!area!(mm.15,30)!with!RH.!The!1st!play!through!stops!whenever!an!error!occurs.!Errors!are!analyzed!and!marked!with!a!pencil,!such!as!circle!the!tie,note,!write!down!the!triads,!fingerings,!etc.!Try!to!correct!errors!when!playing!through!again.!When!the!RH!has!rhythmic!problems,!tap!the!beats!with!LH!while!the!RH!plays.!Use!the!same!process!when!working!on!the!LH.!When!playing!with!hands!together!(mm.15,30),!stop!whenever!encountering!coordination!problems,!such!as!
Use!the!pencil!frequently!to!prevent!making!the!same!mistake.!For!example,!in!the!last!line!of!music,!he!reads!the!LH!part!in!the!bass!clef!instead!of!the!treble!clef,!so!he!writes!down!“treble”!on!the!
!
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 placement!of!under!or!over!between!hands!or!different!articulations!between!the!hands.!First,!figure!out!the!problem,!fix!it,!then!move!on.!Other!parts,!such!as!mm.31,39!and!mm.!1,14!without!playing!one!hand!at!a!time,!but!practice!the!same!process!as!before.!!!
music!to!remind!himself.!When!he!makes!the!same!mistake!again,!he!circles!the!word!“treble”!to!re,remind!himself.!!LE! Look!through!the!whole!piece!and!check!on!terminologies,!key,!patterns,!and!grace!notes.!Play!the!entire!piece!with!moderato!tempo,!hands!together.!
After!playing!through!the!entire!piece!with!LH!and!then!the!RH!once,!work!on!mm.!17,39!with!RH!only.!Then,!play!though!the!entire!piece!again!with!hands!together.!Next!work!on!mm.!21,39!with!LH,!and!then!with!hands!together.!Try!the!whole!piece!again.!Last,!practice!on!mm.!38,39,!and!move!on!to!mm.!18,20,!then,!play!through!mm.!17,39!with!hands!together.!!
After!playing!through!the!whole!piece!hands!separately,!find!the!rhythmic!problem!in!the!RH!(mm.!17,39).!Then,!practice!the!RH!while!counting!the!rhythm!a!couple!times.!Play!through!the!entire!piece!again!with!hands!together.!Identify!the!fingering!problems!with!LH!between!mm.!21,23!and!mm.!29,31.!Then,!try!the!different!fingerings!and!write!it!down.!Play!a!faster!tempo!to!check!if!the!fingerings!work!well.!When!playing!the!2nd!page!(mm.!17,39)!start!with!hands!together!in!a!slow!tempo.!After!going!through!the!whole!piece!again,!practice!on!the!connections—mm.!38,39!by!repeating!a!few!times.!Notice!the!notation!of!the!words!“under”!(m.18)!and!“over”!(m.!19),!circle!them!and!work!on!the!hand!placement!in!both!measures!by!repeating!a!couple!times.!!
Use!pencil!to!write!fingerings!and!draw!the!flats!on!the!side!of!the!notes.!Check!the!time!occasionally.!
!
!
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Research Questions 2 and 3:
What targets (specific problems within the piece in need of improvement) do piano teachers 
identify during the applied piano lesson, and what targets do the students themselves identify in 
their subsequent practice sessions?  
Compare how teachers demonstrate practicing strategies on these various targets during the 
lessons to how students themselves practice these targets in their subsequent practice sessions. 
 In order to be more accessible and easier to contextualize the answers for the research 
questions 2 and 3, instead of answering each question separately, I would combine and present 
both answers here.   
 The targets identified were all performance targets and did not include information 
targets, such as historical background of the piece or the composer and theoretical analysis of the 
piece. In order to clearly visualize the targets identified from both lessons and practice sessions, 
ten tables were created separately according to the levels and the pairs of teacher-student sets. 
Tables 7.1 through 7.4 display the teachers and their upper-level students on the targets, 
measures (measure numbers of the piece), and the time duration spent on each target during the 
lessons and the subsequent practice sessions. Tables 8.1 through 8.6 show the teachers and their 
lower-level students on the targets, measures, and the time duration spent on each target during 
the lessons and subsequent practice sessions.  There were paragraphs that answered the research 
question 3 right after each corresponding table. 
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Table 7.1 
Teacher A and Upper-Level Student A: the lesson and two subsequent practice sessions 
 
Visions Fugitives, No. 8, Op. 22 by Prokofiev 
Teacher: A 
Lesson 
Duration Measures Targets 
3:33 1-24 Melodic lines 
1:53 1-4, 5-10 Accompaniment/ bass lines (LH) 
1:29 4-9 Una corda effect 
3:06 1-24 Phrases (RH) 
1:23 1-24 Harmonic chords (LH) 
3:01 11-16, 21-24 Voicing (RH) 
1:51 21-24 Tempo 
Student: UA 
Practice Session 2 
Duration Measures Targets 
3:35 1-20 Accompaniment/ bass line (LH) 
4:21 11-14, 14-18, 21-24 Melody/accompaniment (RH) 
3:42 11-16, 21-24 Voicing 
3:42 1-24 Balance between melody and accompaniment with pedal 
2:40 21-24 Big leaps 
1:46 14-15 Transition 
2:01 1-24 Harmonic chords (LH) 
0:32 4-5 Transition 
Practice Session 3 
Duration Measures Targets 
3:39 1-24 Harmonic chords (LH) 
2:23 11-14, 21-24 Melody/accompaniment (RH) 
2:37 11-16 Voicing 
2:05 21-24 Voicing 
1:33 1-6, 11-14, 21-24 Accompaniment/ bass line (LH) 
7:17 11-16, 21-24 Connect smoothly 
3:55 23-24 Note accuracy 
0:55 1-5 Voicing/add una corda 
 
Lesson—Teacher A vs. Student UA;  
Subsequential practice sessions—Student UA (Table 7.1) 
 
From the targets identified table 7.1, Student UA remembered most of what she was 
taught during the lesson and applied them to her practice sessions after the lesson. There were 
three targets: melody lines, phrases, and tempo, which were identified during the lesson but were 
not addressed in the practice sessions. For the target “melody lines,” the teacher asked the 
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student to find and play the main melodic lines while the teacher either played the melodic lines 
with the student or played the accompaniment with the student. For the target, “phrases,” the 
teacher suggested that to feel the phrases, the student could sing the melody line with the rhythm 
without playing on the piano. Then, the student and the teacher were singing the melodic lines 
together with the rhythm. The last “tempo” target during the lesson was when the teacher 
explained the tempo: commodo! meno mosso (tranquillo)! ritardando and demonstrated it on 
the piano. Other targets, such as harmonic chords, accompaniment with bass lines (LH), voicing 
(RH), and the soft pedal effect, were identified during both the lesson and the practice sessions. 
Those targets were practiced the same ways as were demonstrated in the lesson. The student 
applied various practice strategies she had learned in the lesson to her subsequential practice 
sessions. For example, the student used various articulations to work on voicing within one hand; 
blocked chords to hear the harmony changes and to secure the note accuracy; brought out the 
bass line by holding the notes longer or by playing the notes louder to balance with another voice 
within the left hand. The targets identified only during the practice sessions were the connection 
problems, such as transition areas, big leaps, and note accuracy. The student practiced those 
areas in a slower tempo with one hand at a time mostly. 
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Table 7.2 
Teacher C and Upper-Level Student C: the lesson and two subsequent practice sessions 
Visions Fugitives, No. 8, Op. 22 by Prokofiev 
Teacher: C 
Lesson 
Duration Measures Targets 
3:06 1-4 Layers/ Notes accuracy (LH) 
2:03 5-10 Notes accuracy (LH) 
1:34 11-12 Layers (LH) 
1:08 12 Rhythm (RH) 
0:53 11-12 Layers (RH) 
1:34 13-14 Fingering/ Notes accuracy (RH) 
3:59 15-16 Melody/ Chromatic line (RH) 
2:42 21-24 Notes accuracy/ Fingering (LH) 
3:21 21-24 Layers/ Fingering (RH) 
Student: UC 
Practice Session 2 
Duration Measures Targets 
7:37 11-14 Layers 
3:29 15-16 Melody/ Chromatic line/Bass 
1:08 15 Transition/big leap 
1:07 21-24 Notes accuracy/ Fingering (LH) 
0:52 21-24 Notes accuracy/ Fingering (RH) 
8:58 21-24 Layers 
2:08 23-24 Moving/ notes accuracy 
Practice Session 3 
Duration Measures Targets 
2:28 11-14 Layers 
0:09 14-15 4-note transition 
1:25 5-10 Notes/ fingering accuracy  
0:42 5-10 Notes/ Dynamic 
3:50 1-4 Layers/ Bring out the melody 
1:04 21-24 Rhythm (RH) 
0:33 15-16 Melody/ Chromatic line/Bass 
 
Lesson—Teacher C vs. Student UC;  
Subsequential practice sessions—Student UC (Table 7.2) 
 
 During the subsequent practice sessions, Student UC identified basically the same targets 
as the targets identified by the teacher during the lesson, except one, “Rhythm” target (m.12, 
RH). This performance problem started at the 2nd half of beat 2 and ended on the 1st half of beat 
3 in measure 12, right-hand part. There was a tied-note on the top voice needing to be held while 
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the inner voice played a 16th note followed by a quarter note. The teacher first checked the 
student’s fingerings and explained how to count and play those two layers. Then, the student 
played while the teacher counted the rhythm two times. The targets that were identified in both 
lesson and subsequent practice sessions were practicing similarly to how the teacher explained 
and demonstrated during the lesson. However, during the lesson, the teacher only worked on one 
hand (either RH or LH) for all identified targets. The student, during the subsequent practice 
sessions, would put the hands together first, and then practice alternation between one hand at a 
time and hands together, except the target at mm. 21-24.  
As a typical example of this approach, the teacher worked on the first target—layers/note 
accuracy (LH), mm. 1-4, by asking the student to hold the bass note and then blocking other 
notes in the inner voices. The student applied this LH practice strategy during the practice 
session but added the RH melody part. The targets that were identified only during the practice 
sessions and not identified during the lesson, were mostly working hands together on the layers, 
rhythms, and note accuracy between the m. 21 to m. 24. Another two short transition targets 
(mm. 14-15) and one dynamic target (mm. 5-10) were also identified during the practice sessions 
only. The practice strategies applied to those targets were repetitions, blocking chords, 
alternating between one hand at a time and hands together, and counting the rhythm with 
marking the beats on the music.  
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Table 7.3 
 
Teacher D and Upper-Level Student D: the lesson and two subsequent practice sessions 
Visions Fugitives, No. 8, Op. 22 by Prokofiev 
Teacher: D 
Lesson 
Duration Measures Targets 
0:36 1-4 Weight on the bass lines 
1:39 1-41/2 Bring out the melodic notes that crossed with the tenor voice 
3:55 1-41/2 Variations of two bass lines using arm weight 
1:02 11-14 Melody line on the distributed hands with matching tone 
1:04 11-14 Melody with LH parts/dynamic  
3:17 11-14 Balance between top two voices (RH) 
6:16 11-14 Playing while using arm weight in very slow tempo 
Student: UD 
Practice Session 2 
Duration Measures Targets 
0:33 11-14 Melody line on the distributed hands with matching tone 
1:46 11-14 Melody with LH parts/dynamic 
1:09 11-14 Balance between top two voices (RH) 
1:04 11-14 Playing while using arm weight in very slow tempo 
1:43 13-14 Bring out the melody more using the arm weight (RH) 
0:53 10-11 Transition 
1:24 11-14 Playing while using arm weight in very slow tempo 
2:00 21-24 LH parts with melody line  
1:24 21-24 Top voice (RH) with counting 
1:37 21-24 RH part with melody 
2:10 21-24 All voices play very slow 
1:10 1-4 Weight on the bass line 
0:50 1-4/1/2 Variations of two bass lines using arm weight 
2:35 1-24 Selecting the tone colors in different sections 
2:27 23-24 Movement and clean sound 
Practice Session 3 
Duration Measures Targets 
1:46 1-4 More shape on the bass lines 
2:40 5-10 Notes and fingering accuracy 
2:31 15-16 Bring out the melody and alto voice  
1:24 21-24 All voices in very slow tempo 
1:54 11-14 Balance between top two voices (RH) 
0:33 5-6, 15-16 LH accuracy 
1:33 13-14 Connect more smoothly 
0:50 11-14 Playing while using arm weight in slow tempo 
1:32 13-14 Bring out the melody 
1:12 5-10, 15-20 LH accuracy  
0:31 5-10 Notes accuracy 
1:40 9-10, 19-21 Transitions 
1:34 5-10 Check the length of the rests (RH) 
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Lesson—Teacher D vs. Student UD;  
Subsequential practice sessions—Student UD (Table 7.3) 
 
 There was only one target identified during the lesson that was not observed in the 
student’s subsequent practice sessions. This target was bringing out the melodic notes that 
crossed with the notes of the tenor voice (mm. 1-4). The teacher pointed out the crossing spots 
and demonstrated on the piano to show the balanced sound between the melodic notes and the 
accompaniment notes. Then, the teacher asked the student to play this phrase and listen to the 
sound at a very slow tempo. The seven other targets identified during the lesson were also 
identified during the subsequent practice sessions. The structure of this piece is A B A’ B’ A”. 
Therefore, the teacher mainly focused on the A (mm. 1-4) and A’ (mm. 11-14) sections and 
guided the student through the various steps and practice strategies during the lesson. Then, the 
teacher asked the student to apply the same steps and practice strategies from working on the A 
and A’ sections during the lesson to the other sections in his subsequent practice sessions.  
 There were many more targets identified during the practice sessions especially in the 
areas of A”, B, and B’ where were not physically addressed during the lesson. However, the 
student followed the teacher’s advice applying what he learned from working on the A and A’ 
sections in the lesson to these untaught sections. The practice strategies included working on 
various combination voices in a multi-voice phrase, playing at a very slow tempo to listen to the 
balance of voices, and using arm weight to produce the consistence of the tone quality. One of 
the targets identified during the practice session was “selecting the tone colors in different 
sections” (Table 8.3). The student played through almost the entire piece by rolling the chords 
with the left hand and playing the melody with the right hand slowly; at the same time, listening 
and thinking what tone color of chords might fit what style of music in each section. Although 
this target was not identified during the lesson, the teacher did mention at the end of lesson that 
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when the piece changes key it implies playing with different tone colors.     
Table 7.4 
 
Teacher E and Upper-Level Student E: the lesson and two subsequent practice sessions 
Visions Fugitives, No. 8, Op. 22 by Prokofiev 
Teacher: E 
Lesson 
Duration Measures Targets 
1:46 1-10 Phrasing of the melodic line 
0:30 6-9 Relax on the descending lines 
1:34 11-14 Control the top voice soft 
5:43 11-14 Bring out the melodic line 
1:04 21-24 Breathing / Alignment  
0:36 21-24 Loose fingers for the top voice 
1:35 1-24 Phrasing and dynamic  
2:24 21-24 Timing for ritardando  
Student: UE 
Practice Session 2 
Duration Measures Targets 
3:20 11-14 Bring out the melodic line 
2:30 23-24 Note accuracy with physical distance 
1:23 23-24 Bring out the melodic line 
3:23 11-15 Voicing and phrasing 
1:29 21-24 Hold the bass note-value long enough while playing other voices 
1:57 21-24 Timing for ritardando 
1:46 21-24 Loose fingers for the top voice  
1:29 11-16 Shaping the melody phrases and tone quality (RH) 
Practice Session 3 
Duration Measures Targets 
1:00 21-24 Phrasing 
1:56 21-24 Loose fingers for the top voice  
10:13 1-24 Phrasing/ Dynamic/memorization  
 
Lesson—Teacher E vs. Student UE;  
Subsequential practice sessions—Student UE (Table 7.4) 
 
 Four out of eight targets identified during the lesson were also identified during the 
subsequent practice sessions. However, one of those same four targets had a slightly different 
target name. During the lesson, the target identified as phrasing and dynamic (mm. 1-24) was 
where the teacher talked and conducted while the student played. During the second practice 
session, the similar target identified as phrasing, dynamic, and memorize (mm. 1-24) was where 
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the student worked on the same thing as the target during the lesson but also tried to memorize 
the piece at the same time. With other targets, the student practiced how the teacher explained 
and demonstrated during the lesson with some slight variations. For example, the target (mm. 21-
24), loose fingers for the top voice, was only focused on the top line during the lesson, but in the 
practice session, the student worked on the top voice and also added the melodic line at the same 
time. There were four targets identified during the lesson but not observed during the practice 
sessions.  Two of them were working on the phrasing of the melodic line and relaxing on the 
descending line between m. 1 and m. 10; one of them was focusing on controlling the top voice 
soft between m. 11 to m. 14; and the last one was practicing the breathing and the alignment 
between the melody and other voices in the last four measures. The teacher worked on these four 
targets by modeling, explaining, or conducting while the student played. 
 During the subsequent practice sessions, the student also identified six targets that did not 
appear during the lesson. Four of them were mainly working on the last four measures, 
especially the last two measures due to the technical complexity. The other two targets were 
focused on the voicing, phrasing between m. 11 and m. 16. The strategies that the student used to 
practice these targets were alternating between fast and slow tempos and alternating between one 
hand at a time and hands together methods with a lot of repetitions. Occasionally, the student 
would play a passage from other pieces that had similar patterns or techniques as the passage of 
the piece he was working on. At the last practice session, he addressed that he was out of practice 
ideas, so he started to memorize the piece.  
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Table 8.1 
 
Teacher A and Lower-Level Student A: the lesson and two subsequent practice sessions 
Visions Fugitives, No. 10, Op. 22 by Prokofiev 
Teacher: A 
Lesson 
Duration Measures Targets 
1:32 20, 21-22, 24, 25, 28 Identified the chords and patterns 
1:57 3-6, 38-39 Level of hand positions 
2:07 1-39 Accompaniment part/articulations  
0:53 3-20 Melodic line/ dynamic/ articulations (RH) 
0:44 20 Timing of the grace notes (RH) 
0:54 3, 5 Crush sound of the grace note and the main note (RH) 
0:50 15-16 Timing (RH) 
0:43 21-22 Rhythm (RH) 
0:44 33 Fingering and timing (LH) 
2:00 23-39 Hands together/ timing  
0:35 34-37 Fingering/note value (RH) 
0:49 38-39 Distribution of hands 
1:17 20-21, 29-30 Articulation/ melodic line 
2:00 24, 28-29 Big leap connection 
Student: LA 
Practice Session 2 
Duration Measures Targets 
0:37 15-17 Timing of 32nd notes and grace notes 
1:04 23-28 Timing using metronome 
0:43 21-23 Fingerings (LH) 
3:18 16-17, 20, 28, 33 Clearness of grace notes 
0:34 25-27 Notes accuracy and fingerings 
2:31 3-16 Melodic line/ dynamic and articulations (RH) 
0:36 20 Timing of the grace notes (RH) 
9:44 17-20, 20-22, 23-27, 
26-28, 29-32, 29-39 
Hands together with slow-fast tempo practice using 
metronome 
1:12 1-17 Dynamic  
0:40 15-17 Clearness of 32nd notes and grace notes 
Practice Session 3 
Duration Measures Targets 
1:52 15-17, 20, 24, 25, 28 Clearness of grace notes (RH) 
3:02 1-39 Dynamic 
0:23 37 Clearness of grace notes (LH) 
0:52 20-21 Big leap connections/dynamic 
0:42 17, 20, 28 Clearness of the grace notes/dynamic 
0:47 15-30 Melodic line/dynamic/articulation (RH) with metronome 
2:10 3-39 Melodic line with dynamic/ articulations using metronome 
0:12 37 Clearness of the grace-note figure (LH) 
1:42 1-39 Accompaniment part/ articulations using metronome 
2:10 26-30 Notes accuracy/ various tempo 
4:38 23-25, 18-22, 15-17 Hands together with slow-fast tempo and using metronome 
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Lesson—Teacher A vs. Student LA;  
Subsequent practice sessions—Student LA (Table 8.1) 
 Nine out of fourteen targets identified during the lesson were also identified during the 
subsequent practice sessions. Although those 9 target names might not be exactly the same 
between the lesson and practice sessions, they were closely related. For example, during the 
lesson, the target, “melodic line/dynamic/articulation (RH, mm. 3-20) was also identified 3 times 
during the practice sessions, but the target names or the measures were slightly different. The 
first one had the same target name as the one during the lesson, but the student only worked on 
the area between m. 3 to m. 16 instead of m. 3 to m. 20. The second one had a similar target 
name but adding “with the metronome,” and the area that the student practiced on was between 
m. 15 to m. 30 instead. The last one had the same target name as the second one, and this time 
the student focused on the larger portion of the music from m. 3 to m. 39. Although the areas of 
practicing were not the same, the patterns of music were similar. One other target was working 
on the timing issue of the grace notes in m. 20 during the lesson. The student applied what she 
learned from working on this particular issue to other similar spots during the practice sessions, 
such as timing of 32nd notes and grace notes (between m.15 to m. 17).  
 Although the student was able to identify many targets that she worked on in the lesson 
during her subsequent practice sessions, the main practice strategy—singing, which was 
emphasized many times by the teacher and was used during the lesson, was not observed in her 
practice sessions. The student focused on fixing the clearness of grace-note figures frequently in 
both practice sessions. She identified 6 targets for those grace-note issues and the primary 
strategy for practicing these 6 targets was repetition. The longest target in both practice sessions 
was working on the hands together with a steady tempo. The student would select a small section 
at a time and practice alternating slow and fast tempos with a metronome. This practice strategy 
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was not mentioned during the lesson.  
Table 8.2 
 
Teacher B and Lower-Level Student B1: the lesson and two subsequent practice sessions 
Visions Fugitives, No. 10, Op. 22 by Prokofiev 
Teacher: B 
Lesson 
Duration Measures Targets 
3:35 11-14 Phrasing/ dynamic 
1:54 26-28 Dynamic (RH) 
1:26 30 Chromatic line in inner voice 
1:28 31-34 Melodic line/ Dynamic 
1:17 34-37 Melodic line 
0:45 31-39 Prepare exchanging the melodic line 
0:22 38-39 Characteristic of the staccato 
0:40 1-2 Sostenuto staccato (LH) 
1:22 23-24 Tone evenness of 32-note passages 
Student: LB1 
Practice Session 2 
Duration Measures Targets 
2:08 1-39 Evenness of double-note staccato (LH) 
2:54 1-39 Evenness of all fast notes (RH) 
1:34 17-30 Clearness and evenness of grace notes and 32nd notes (RH) 
0:11 33 Grace notes clearness (LH) 
0:25 37 Grace notes clearness (RH) 
0:24 38-39 Hand crossing/double notes evenness 
0:32 23-24 Tone evenness of 32-note passages 
0:24 28 Grace notes clearness (RH) 
1:29 23-30 Tone evenness (LH)  
0:49 25-30 Clearness of grace notes (RH) 
0:41 23-30 Tone evenness (LH) 
3:46 1-39 Melodic line evenness and clearness (RH) 
0:39 37-39 Hands alignment 
1:53 23-39 Melodic line with thumb (RH) 
Practice Session 3 
Duration Measures Targets 
4:35 1-39 Legato practice 
4:05 15-38 Fingers independent practice 
2:03 1-39 Articulation with a slow tempo 
1:43 1-39 Steady tempo with metronome one hand at a time 
0:56 15-27 Clearness and evenness of grace notes and 32nd notes (RH) 
1:28 1-39 Dynamic with a slow tempo 
1:18 1-39 Legato with a faster tempo using metronome  
2:21 1-39 Articulation with metronome one hand at a time 
1:39 37 Grace note evenness (RH) 
0:54 23-30 Clearness and evenness of grace notes and 32nd notes (RH) 
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Lesson—Teacher B vs. Student LB1;  
Subsequent practice sessions—Student LB1 (Table 8.2) 
 There were 9 targets identified during the lesson but only one of them was also identified 
during the subsequent practice sessions. The target was the evenness of tone of 5-note slurs (mm. 
23-24). During the lesson, the teacher explained and demonstrated different ways of playing 5-
note slurs, which also created different tone colors. The teacher suggested that the low finger 
position produced a more smooth and soft sound, which was more suitable for the characteristic 
of this piece, and she also helped the student to work on the evenness of the 5-note slur. During 
the subsequent practice sessions, the student remembered the unevenness of 5-note slur problem, 
so she practiced all 5-note slurs and all grace-note passages with various rhythmic exercises to 
help her produce better evenness and clearness of those areas. However, the student did not work 
on the low finger position to create the smooth and soft sound as the teacher suggested. From the 
table 8.2, one could obviously see that the teacher emphasized the dynamics and characteristic of 
the articulations, but during the subsequent practice sessions, the student was more focused on 
the technical aspects. 
 Approximately two-thirds of the student’s targets were skill oriented, such as the 
evenness and clearness on the 32nd-note passages (in 5 finger pattern), on the grace-note 
passages, and the double-note staccato passages. She often practiced those passages with various 
rhythmic exercises and various articulations. On the other one-third of targets, she was practicing 
at different tempos with and without the metronome, which the teacher suggested to her at the 
end of the lesson. Other practice strategies that the student used included legato practice, silent 
practice, repetition, thumb only practice (using only thumb to play the melodic line), and various 
tempos with and without metronome.  
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Table 8.3 
 
Teacher B and Lower-Level Student B2: the lesson and two subsequent practice sessions 
Visions Fugitives, No. 10, Op. 22 by Prokofiev 
Teacher: B 
Lesson 
Duration Measures Targets 
3:27 3-10 Articulations/ rests 
3:13 11-14 Articulation/ dynamic contrast 
0:46 15 Timing of 32nd notes/articulation  
1:15 16 Timing of grace notes/ notes accuracy 
0:36 16 Grace notes technique  
1:51 17-20 Note figures/ dynamic (LH) 
1:59 17 Timing of grace notes 
3:32 18-19 Hands crossing/fingerings 
4:29 25-28 Rhythm/ Notes accuracy/ Articulation (RH) 
1:08 29-30 Notes accuracy/ Rhythm/ Articulation (RH) 
2:08 38-39 Hands placement/fingerings 
Student: LB2 
Practice Session 2 
Duration Measures Targets 
0:49 11-16 Articulation/ timing  (RH) 
0:39 17-20 Notes (LH) 
0:19 17 Timing of grace notes 
0:58 18-19 Notes/ rhythm (RH) 
0:26 20, similar to m. 16 Grace notes technique 
0:49 17-20 Fit hands together 
1:08 21-22, same as 29-30 Notes/ Rhythm/ Articulation 
0:53 23-24 Timing of notes 
2:32 25-28 Rhythm/ Notes/ Articulation 
1:30 29-30 Notes/ Rhythm/ Articulation 
2:05 31-34 Notes/ Rhythm 
0:32 38-39 Hands placement 
1:29 34-39 Fit hands together 
2:13 29-30 Notes/ Rhythm/ Articulation 
3:03 25-28 Notes/ Rhythm/ Articulation 
Practice Session 3 
Duration Measures Targets 
1:53 21-22, same as 29-30 Articulation/ notes/ Rhythm  
0:20 25, similar to m.17 Timing of grace notes (RH) 
0:23 26 Articulation (RH) 
1:08 25-26 Transition (RH) 
0:45 25 Hands together with metronome 
1:40 26 Notes/ Articulation (LH) 
3:35 25-28 Fit hands together with metronome 
2:23 29-30 Fit hands together with metronome 
0:57 31-34 Hands together with metronome 
2:05 29-39 Hands together with metronome 
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3:59 29-30 Notes/fingering/hands together 
0:21 28, similar to m. 17 Timing of grace notes (RH) 
1:14 26-28 Fit hands together with metronome 
 
Lesson—Teacher B vs. Student LB2;  
Subsequent practice sessions—Student LB2 (Table 8.3) 
 There were 11 targets identified during the lesson of which 10 were identified during the 
subsequent practice sessions. The target not found in the practice sessions was focusing on the 
articulations and rests between measures 3 to 10. During the practice sessions, the students did 
play through measures 3 to 10, but did not spend time practicing articulations or rests. There 
were 15 targets identified during the 1st subsequent practice session, and 3 out of 15 targets were 
not identified during the lesson. Of those 3 targets, two were trying to fit the hands together, and 
one of them was working on the notes and rhythm accuracy between measures 31-34. The other 
12 targets were either the same as or closely related to the targets identified in the lesson. 
Although the student was able to identify the same spots and targets as the teacher identified 
during the lesson, the student did not follow the teacher’s instruction closely. For example, when 
the teacher worked on “rhythm/notes accuracy/ articulation (RH, mm. 25-28, Table 8.3), she 
would demonstrate on the piano, ask the student questions related to the target, and make sure 
that the student was able to play every aspect correctly before moving on to the next target. 
However, when the student practiced the same target during his practice session, he would either 
move ahead with hands together or move on the next target without giving enough time to work 
on the notes or articulations accurately. Many targets were practiced the same way.  
 During the second practice session, the student identified 13 targets, but only 3 targets 
were similar to the targets identified during the lesson. Of the 10 other targets, 7 of them were 
working on fitting hands together with or without the metronome; two of them that were dealing 
with the articulation issues, and one of them that was working on a transition problem. The 
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practice techniques included one hand at a time, repetition with or without fixing the problems 
(not paying attention to the key signatures or fingerings and never slowing down the tempo), 
using metronome while working on hands together, and focusing on the difficult session (mm. 
17-39).  
Table 8.4 
 
Teacher C and Lower-Level Student C: the lesson and two subsequent practice sessions 
Visions Fugitives, No. 10, Op. 22 by Prokofiev 
Teacher: C 
Lesson 
Duration Measures Targets 
1:46 1-4 Correct moving motion for the staccatos (LH) 
1:10 19-21 Notes/fingerings/articulation (LH) 
3:25 3-10 Rhythm/ notes without grace notes (RH) 
1:05 1-10 Rhythm, hands together 
0:39 1-10 Add grace notes 
1:25 10-14 Fingerings  
1:05 15-16 32nd notes/ Rhythm  
Student: LC 
Practice Session 2 
Duration Measures Targets 
1:47 1-4, 17-39 Notes/articulation (LH) 
2:01 3-39 Rhythm/ notes without grace notes (RH) 
2:18 3-39 Add grace notes into tempo (RH) 
2:01 15-16 32nd notes/ Rhythm 
3:39 15-31 Crossing hands 
2:15 28-39 Connections 
1:03 23-24 same as 15-16 32nd notes/ Rhythm 
Practice Session 3 
Duration Measures Targets 
6:35 15-39 Fit hands together 
3:04 15-39 Grace notes with rhythm (RH) 
2:57 1-39 Slow with steady tempo 
0:48 15-16 Rhythm with metronome 
3:33 1-39 Keep tempo steady with metronome 
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Lesson—Teacher C vs. Student LC;  
Subsequent practice sessions—Student LC (Table 8.4) 
 There were 7 targets identified during the lesson, and 4 of them were also identified 
during the first practice session. Although those 4 targets had the same target names, 3 out of 
those 4 targets covered more measures during the practice session than during the lesson. For 
instance, one of the targets named “rhythm/notes (RH)” in the lesson encompassed working on 
the measures from 3 to 10, but in the practice session, the target covered measures 3 to 39 (Table 
8.4). The other 3 targets identified during the lesson but not during the practice sessions were 
“correct moving motion for the staccatos (LH, mm. 1-4),” where the teacher explained and 
demonstrated on how to use the hand and the wrist efficiently playing the staccatos; “fitting the 
rhythm in both hands (mm.1-10),” where the teacher would count and conduct the rhythm while 
the student tried to play hands together; and “changing fingerings (mm. 10-14),” where the 
teacher wrote down the more efficient fingerings and asked the student to try it slowly.  
During the first practice session, there were 2 targets that were not observed during the 
lesson. One was hand crossing (mm.15-31) and the other one was the connections between m. 23 
and m. 39. In the second practice session, the student played through big sections of music 
frequently, and mainly focused between m. 15 and m. 39. The practice strategies used included 
one hand at a time, repetition without correcting the notes or rhythm, and occasionally using 
metronome. During the lesson, the teacher worked on measures 1-16 with a lot of explaining and 
very little demonstrating, and from measure 17 to measure 39, the teacher pointed out the 
patterns and explained what the student might be able to work on during her practice sessions.  
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Table 8.5 
 
Teacher D and Lower-Level Student D: the lesson and two subsequent practice sessions 
Visions Fugitives, No. 10, Op. 22 by Prokofiev 
Teacher: D 
Lesson 
Duration Measures Targets 
2:21 18-20 Over/ Under hand placement 
1:14 1-39 Timing of legato/staccato contrast 
0:24 1-6 Double- note staccato technic (LH) 
1:41 3-10 Creating a percussive sound (RH) 
0:34 3-10 Accent/no accent notes 
1:58 11-14 Clearness of notes and articulations 
0:49 15-16 Clean 32nd notes/ grace notes 
1:46 16, 17, 20 Dynamic between the grace notes 
1:15 21-22 Articulation 
3:00 23-28 Dynamic/ articulation 
0:36 29-31 Articulation/hold a half note 
1:07 31-39 Timing   
Student: LD 
Practice Session 2 
Duration Measures Targets 
0:35 15-20 Dynamic between the grace notes 
1:04 21-22 Articulation 
4:47 23-28 Articulations 
1:28 20-21, 24-26, 28-29 Grace notes/ Transitions 
1:30 23-28 Connections 
0:46 25-26 Transition 
1:41 20-30 Connections  
2:20 31-39 Timing/ Articulations  
1:14 23-28 Connections  
3:41 1-39 Various tempo 
1:25 24-28 Connections 
Practice Session 3 
Duration Measures Targets 
0:31 29-31 Articulation/ hold a half note 
0:52 36-39 Timing  
3:37 15-39 Connections 
1:13 23-30 Connections 
0:34 23-28 Connections 
6:21 1-39 Various tempo with metronome 
2:50 15-39 Dynamic 
2:13 1-39 Performance tempo with and without metronome 
1:04 1-39 Add rubato  
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Lesson—Teacher D vs. Student LD;  
Subsequent practice sessions—Student LD (Table 8.5) 
 Twelve targets were identified during the lesson and only 5 of them were also identified 
during the practice sessions. Of those 5, the student followed how the teacher guided him 
through working on those problems to his practice session. According to the table 8.5, the 
student’s subsequent practice sessions only concentrated on m. 15 to m. 39. The student did not 
identify a target in the area between m. 1 through m. 14, although there were 4 targets identified 
in this area during the lesson. The practice strategies included closely observing the articulations 
at a very slow tempo, checking the dynamic difference among the identical figures, and counting 
rhythm at a slow tempo for the timing issues. Of those 7 other targets which were not identified 
during the practice sessions, 4 of them were focused between measures 1 through 14 and the 
targets included double-note staccato technique (LH), creating a percussive sound (RH), 
accented and unaccented notes, and clearness of notes and articulations; one worked on the 
over/under hand placement (mm.18-20); another concentrated on the cleanness of 32nd notes and 
grace notes (mm.15-16); in the last one the teacher explained and demonstrated the timing of 
legato and staccato in general.  
  During the practice sessions, 7 targets relating to the connection problems were 
identified, and all of them were mainly dealing with issues between the measures 23 and 28 
(although two of them included larger sections, such as mm.15-39 or mm. 20-30). The student 
often used repetition and variation in tempo (slow/fast) to work on those connection problems. 
Another 2 targets focused on the transitions between the grace notes that leaped into the 
downbeat of the next measure. The primary strategy for practicing these two targets was 
repetition. The other 3 targets identified during the practice sessions were practicing on the 
various tempos for the entire piece. Although, during the lesson, the teacher did not work on the 
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various tempos for the piece, the teacher did suggest the student to try various tempos of the 
entire piece during his practice sessions. The student would play through the entire piece in a 
different tempo with or without the metronome during his practice sessions.   
Table 8.6 
 
Teacher E and Lower-Level Student E: the lesson and two subsequent practice sessions 
Visions Fugitives, No. 10, Op. 22 by Prokofiev 
Teacher: E 
Lesson 
Duration Measures Targets 
0:50 3-8 Characteristic of accents 
2:47 1-39 Consistency of staccato (LH) 
0:34 3-10 Thinking though the motion (RH) 
0:34 10-11 Fingering /staccato  
2:55 11-14 Phrasing/ articulation 
0:25 15-16 5-note slurs 
0:36 15-17 Dynamic/ phrasing 
1:31 18-20 Decide under/ over fingerings 
0:25 20 Grace notes 
4:00 18-20 Fingering substitution  
1:32 18-20 Phrase/ dynamic 
0:57 21-22 Staccato /fingerings (LH) 
1:48 23-28 Phrasing/ dynamic/ articulation 
0:33 26 Fingering/notes/staccato (LH) 
1:51 31-33 Bring out the melody (LH) 
0:51 34 Bring out the “>”(RH) 
1:17 37-39 Timing 
Student: LE 
Practice Session 2 
Duration Measures Targets 
0:55 18-20 Fingering substitution/phrase 
0:49 21-22 Staccato /fingerings 
0:37 24-25 Transition 
0:30 25-26 Transition 
0:42 26 Fingering/notes/staccato 
1:10 37-39 Timing 
1:12 3-39 Characteristic of articulations (RH) 
0:31 1-4 Consistency of staccato (LH) 
1:51 3-39 Articulations (RH) 
1:27 1-39 Consistency of staccato (LH) 
1:19 1-39 Keep tempo steady 
1:00 9-39 Articulations (RH) 
0:43 17-39 Articulations (LH) 
Practice Session 3 
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Duration Measures Targets 
7:21 1-39 Secure all notes and rhythm evenness 
1:47 9-20 Various rhythmic practice 
2:10 1-39 Keep hands sifting smoothly 
2:33 1-39 Articulations 
1:44 1-39 Keep tempo steady 
0:48 25-26 Notes accuracy 
 
Lesson—Teacher E vs. Student LE;  
Subsequent practice sessions—Student LE (Table 8.6) 
 There were 17 targets identified during the lesson, and many of targets were less than a 
minute. Only four of them were not observed during the student’s subsequent practice sessions. 
Those four targets included “dynamic and phrasing (mm. 15-17)” where the teacher 
demonstrated and showed the student not to play fast figures too heavily; “phrasing/dynamic/ 
articulation (mm. 23-28)” where the teacher helped the student to see the different layers of 
phrases and how that related to the dynamic, and to observe the articulation carefully; “bring out 
the melody (LH)” where the melodic line switched from the RH to the LH, so the teacher asked 
the student to use more arm weight to bring out the attention of the exchanged melodic line and 
also tried different tone colors; and “bring out the > (m. 34)” where the melodic line switched 
back to the RH with the accent mark on the note, so the teacher drew a light bulb on the top of 
the accented note to remind the student about the exchanging and the student tried a couple times 
to bring out the accent note.      
During the 1st subsequent practice session, the student identified 13 targets, and 10 were 
directly related to the targets also identified during the lesson. The student would combine 2 or 
more targets identified during the lesson into 1 target during the practice session. For example, 
during the lesson, the teacher identified three targets that focused between measures 18 to 20. 
The first one was the under and over hand placement, the second one worked on the fingering, 
and the last one concentrated on phrasing and dynamics. However, during the practice session, 
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the student would work on measures 18 to 20 with all elements of three targets identified in the 
lesson in one single trial. The student applied what she learned about the practice strategies from 
the lesson to her first subsequent practice session, such as thinking about the characteristic of 
articulations, moving the hand left and right from the wrist to keep the consistency of staccatos 
(LH), and slowing down the tempo to pay attention to the fingerings. The other three targets that 
identified only during the first subsequent practice session were working on the transition issues 
between the measures 24 to 25 and 25 to 26, and working on the tempo steadiness by using 
metronome. In the second subsequent practice session, the student basically practiced her own 
way. She worked on various rhythmic issues throughout the entire piece, using only legato touch 
to practice the entire piece. The student claimed that using legato touch allowed her to feel the 
movements of the hands better. Occasionally, the student used the metronome to check tempo 
consistency.  
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Research Question 4:  
How does the interaction of the above three conditions affect the final outcome, the student’s 
performance of the piece? 
 Regarding the students’ performance achievement in this study, the intent was to observe 
how much improvement each student accomplished from the pre-test to the post-test and to 
identify which student improved the most within their own level. Therefore, the students were 
compared to themselves on how much progress they made from pre-test to the post-test and not 
compared to their peers on who made the highest score in the pre-test and the post-test.  
After completing the first 30-minute practice session (before the applied lesson), each student 
was asked to perform the entire piece as the pre-test. After completing the last practice session, 
each student performed the entire piece as the post-test. The researcher excerpted the pre-and 
post-test portions from the recorded videos and then sent those excerpts with evaluation forms to 
three judges.  
Three independent evaluators (1 male, 2 females, age M = 60) who have taught at either a 
university or a college for over 25 years agreed to serve as judges and graded the pre-tests and 
the post-tests for the study. After I collected all evaluation forms from three evaluators, I 
computed the scores of the pre-tests and the post-tests and ranked students’ improvement within 
their levels. The tables below (Tables 9.1 and 9.2) displayed each student’s pre-and post-test 
scores from three evaluators, each student’s improvement score, and each student’s rank within 
their own level.  
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Table 9.1 
The upper-level students’ pre-and post-test scores, total improvement scores, and ranks 
Students UA UC UD UE 
Test scores 
(100/100) 
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
Evaluator 1  50 71 47 53 78 90 89 95 
Evaluator 2 65 78 43 46 76 89 79 96 
Evaluator 3 63 91 46 54 85 89 89 97 
Total 
improvement 
scores 
62 17 29 31 
Ranks 1 4 3 2 
 
* Total improvement score = total post-test scores – total pre-test scores 
       * Rank: 1 = improve the most; 4 = improve the least 
 
Table 9.2 
 The lower-level students’ pre-and post-test scores, total improvement scores, and ranks 
Students LA LB1 LB2 LC LD LE 
Test scores 
(100/100) 
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
Evaluator 1 48 65 71 87 39 46 24 29 79 92 75 82 
Evaluator 2 73 87 73 84 45 55 32 39 79 88 58 83 
Evaluator 3 59 72 89 97 32 43 34 35 88 91 74 84 
Total 
improvement 
scores 
44 35 28 13 25 42 
Ranks 1 3 4 6 5 2 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
 Improving student performance is one of the most essential purposes for applied-piano 
lessons. Positive performance improvement from lesson to lesson not only yields great 
momentum and motivation for the teachers during lessons but also for the students during their 
practice sessions. Although there were many factors influencing performance improvement in 
these students, this study attempted to find the most influential elements contributing to a 
positive performance outcome by observing (1) the initial practice session (how students 
approach a selected piece), (2) the lesson (how the teacher taught the selected piece in the 
lesson), and (3) two subsequent practice sessions (how students practice the selected piece after 
having the lesson). Particularly interesting among the results was that the students who obtained 
the highest improvement scores from the upper level (Student UA, total improvement score = 
62) and from the lower level (Student LA, total improvement score = 44) were both studying 
under the same piano professor (Teacher A). Moreover, the students who received the lowest 
improvement scores from the upper level (Student UC, total improvement score = 17) and from 
the lower level (Student LC, total improvement score = 13) were also both studying under the 
same piano professor (Teacher C).  
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 Due to this interesting result, and to answer the purpose of this research study, namely 
what factors contribute to performance improvement in these piano students, I compared the 
findings of their pre- and post-tests first. I then compared the collected answers from both piano 
professors and piano students to the survey questions (listed in Chapter 3, Tables 1 and 2), 
specifically comparing the answers of Teacher A, Student UA, and Student LA (showing the 
most improvement from pre- to post-tests) to the answers of Teacher C, Student UC, and Student 
LC (showing the least improvement from pre- to post- tests), and attempted to discover whether 
teachers’ and students’ educational background, piano experience, and practice habits influenced 
this outcome. Finally, from the results of research questions 1, 2, and 3 (in Chapter 4), I 
compared the practice sessions and lessons of Teachers A and C and their students. 
 
COMPARING THE FINDINGS FROM THE PRE- AND POST- TESTS 
 
 Pre-tests occurred after the students completed the initial 30-minute practice sessions 
prior to applied lessons. The post-tests were held at the end of the 2nd practice session subsequent 
to the applied lesson. The recorded pre- and post-test videos and the evaluation forms (see 
Appendix F) were sent to three judges for evaluations. The upper-level students’ pre-test and 
post-test results showed that Student UE had the highest score (257 out of 300), followed by 
students UD, UA, and UC. However, the student who showed the most dramatic improvement 
from the pre-test to the post-test was student UA, followed by students UE, UD, and UC (Table 
10). Student UC had the lowest pre- and post-test scores and the least performance improvement 
outcome. 
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Table 10 
 The upper-level students’ pre- and post-test total scores comparison  
Students UA UC UD UE 
Total pre-test 
scores (300) 
178 136 239 257 
Total post-
test scores 
(300) 
240 153 268 288 
Total 
improvement 
scores 
62 17 29 31 
 
 The lower-level students’ pre-test and post-test results showed that Student LD had the 
highest score (246 out of 300), followed by students LB1, LE, LA, LB2, and LC. However, the 
lower-level student showing the most dramatic improvement from the pre-test to the post-test 
was Student LA, followed by students LE, LB1, LB2, LD, and LC  (Table 11). This table 
revealed an interesting result. The students who received the highest score (LD) and the lowest 
score (LC) in the pre-test, after having a lesson and two practice sessions, showed the least 
improvement. Student LD who earned the highest pre-test score had good sight-reading and 
practice skills. However, during the 2nd sequential practice session, Student LD was not able to 
focus and to concentrate as well as he otherwise would be able to; namely, he was distracted by 
the thought of visiting his friend right after the end of the practice session.  
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Table 11 
 The lower-level students’ pre- and post-test total scores comparison  
Students LA LB1 LB2 LC LD LE 
Total pre-
test scores  
180 233 116 90 246 207 
Total post-
test scores  
224 268 144 103 271 249 
Total 
improvement 
score 
44 35 28 13 25 42 
 
 
COMPARING ANSWERS TO SURVEY QUESTIONS 
FROM BOTH TEACHERS AND STUDENTS 
 
 From the students’ improvement results, one might wonder if the education, piano 
training, and practice habits of the teachers and students had any influence on the outcome of this 
study. There were two educational background questions and seven other questions from the 
survey (complete answers from the survey are presented in Chapter 3, Table 1 and Table 2). The 
answers from both teachers and students are compared below. 
Educational Background: 
Teachers—all five teachers had doctoral degrees (DMA) in piano performance. Only 
 Teacher E’s DMA degree was in piano performance and pedagogy.  
Upper-level students—students UA, UD, and UE were piano performance majors, while
 Student UC was a music major with piano as the principal instrument. Both UA and UC 
were juniors, and UD and UE were seniors.  
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Lower-level students—all students were freshmen, except Student LA (sophomore). Most 
students were piano performance majors, but Student LB2 was a music education major and 
Student LC was in the BA program in Music. 
The teachers of the most improved students (UA and LA students) and the least improved 
students (UC and LC students) all had earned the terminal degree in piano performance. 
However, students UA and LA were piano performance majors while students UC and LC were 
music majors with piano as their principal instrument.  
Question 1: 
For teachers—How many years have you taught applied piano in the college? 
For students—How many years have you studied piano? 
 
 The average number of years teaching applied piano in college among the 5 teachers was 
10.4 years. Teacher A had the most college teaching experience (17 years) while teacher E had 
the least (4 years). Surprisingly, Teacher C, whose students improved the least from pre-test to 
post-test, had 15 years of college teaching experience which was second longest among the 5 
teachers. For upper-level students, the average number of years of piano study was 13, with 
Student UA (who had a highest improvement score) studying for 12 years. On the other hand, 
Student UC (who had the lowest improvement score) had 14 years of piano study. For students 
in the lower level the average number of years of piano study was 12.08. Students LB1 and LD 
both had studied piano the longest (14 years), while Student LB2 had the least amount of 
experience at the piano (6 years). The student with the highest improvement score (Student LA) 
studied piano for 13 years, while the student with the lowest improvement score (Student LC) 
had studied piano for 12-1/2 years. Based on the results from question one, it seems the length of 
teachers’ piano teaching experience and years of students’ piano experience had no notable 
influence on the students’ performance outcome. 
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Question 2: 
For teachers—How many piano students do you teach per semester (college and pre-  
  college)? 
For students—How many years have you studied piano with your current piano    
  professor? 
 
 The average number of piano students taught by the 5 teachers in the study was 15 
students per semester.  Teacher D taught the most students (35 per semester) and Teacher B 
taught the fewest (6 students per semester). However, this result did not show any effect on the 
students’ performance outcome. For upper-level students, their average number of years studying 
piano with their current teacher was about 2 years. Student UA (showing the most improvement) 
studied with their current teacher about 2-1/2 years, and Student UE (with the second highest 
improvement score) studied with their current teacher for only one year. On the other hand, the 
student showing the least improvement (UC) studied with her current teacher for 3 years. Among 
students in the lower level, Student LA (showing the most improvement) studied the longest with 
her current teacher (about a year-and-a-half). Students LC (showing the least improvement) and 
LE (with the second highest improvement score) studied with their current teachers for about one 
year, followed by Student LD with less than a year, and students LB1 and LB2 who had studied 
with their teacher for only 2-1/2 months. The results found that the length (years) of studying 
with the current teachers on the most improvement students (UA and LA) and the least 
improvement students (UC and LC) were very close. From this finding, the length of studying 
with their current piano teachers did affected the students’ performance improvement; more 
specifically, studying with a suitable piano teacher for a long period of time would enhance 
students’ performance outcome and vice versa.  
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Question 3: 
For teachers—Approximately how many hours do you expect your students to practice   
  per week? 
For students—Approximately how many hours do you practice per week? 
 
 All 5 teachers required their students to practice at least 10 hours or more per week. 
Teachers D and E asked their students to practice 20 hours or more per week.  
All four of the upper-level students fulfilled their teachers’ practice expectation, except for 
Student UC. All students in the lower level, except for LC and LE, were also able to achieve 
their teachers’ practice requirement. Although the students who practiced the most per week had 
higher pre-test scores, such as students UE, LB1, and LD, none of them had the highest 
improvement score. On the other hand, the students who practiced the least per week, such as 
students UC and LC, not only had the lowest pre-test scores, but also had the lowest 
improvement score. This result suggests that the quantity of practice over the long term did affect 
students’ performance achievement.  
Questions 4 and 5: 
For teachers—Have you discussed practice strategies with your students? 
  Do you suggest that your students have a regular plan or routine for   
  practicing? 
For students—Have you discussed practice strategies with your teacher? 
  Do you have a regular plan or routine for practicing? 
 
 All (100%) teachers and students reported that they discussed practice strategies during 
lessons. This result contradicted the result of a 2002 study by Kostka. In his study, teachers 
reported that they discussed practice strategies with students, but only 33% of students reported 
that practice strategies were discussed in their lessons. Teachers also said that they suggested a 
regular plan or routine for practicing to their students, but only 60% of students said that they 
practiced with a regular plan or routine. Although there were no consistent answers to conclude 
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whether a regular practice routine affected the students’ performance outcome or not, the two 
students (one upper-level and one lower-level) who had the highest improvement score were 
following a regular practice routine.  
Questions 6 and 7 (related to the current study): 
For teachers—Are the selected pieces suitable for your students’ piano abilities (Q 6)? 
  Do you feel any benefit for participating in this study (Q 7)? 
For students—Is the selected piece suitable for your piano ability (Q 6)? 
  Do you feel any benefit for participating in this study (Q 7)? 
 
 Comparing the answers of the upper-level students on question 6 to the answers of their 
teachers on the same question, the students’ and teachers’ answers matched 75% of the time; 
however, comparing the answers of the lower-level students to the answers of their teachers on 
the same question, their answers matched only 33% of the time. Since many of the lower-level 
students had only studied piano with their current teacher for a year or less, their perception of 
their own piano abilities and the perception held by their teachers might be somewhat different. 
But even among the upper-level students there was one Student C who, though she had the 
greatest length of study with her current teacher among all participants, provided answers to Q6 
that did not match her teacher’s. The only teacher who had matching answers with both her 
upper- and lower-level students was Teacher A, who had the students with the highest 
improvement score in each level.   
 Though question 7, the last question in the survey, was not related to participants’ 
background or contributing to students’ performance outcome, all subjects agreed that 
participating in this study was beneficial for re-examining their or their students’ practice habits.  
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COMPARING UPPER-AND LOWER-LEVEL A (HIGHEST IMPROVEMENT SCORES) 
AND C (LOWEST IMPROVEMENT SCORES) STUDENTS 
ON THEIR APPROACH TO A NEW PIECE OF MUSIC 
 
First Approach to the New Piece: 
Upper level: UA vs. UC — 
 Student UA analyzed the score including key signatures, tonal center, dynamics, form, 
and pedaling. Then she played through the whole piece with hands together in a slow and 
unsteady tempo. Student UC, on other hand, looked over the piece and found where the easy and 
difficult spots were first. Then, she imagined how this piece would sound, and circled the key-
change areas. After blocking a few chords in the first few measures to feel the tonal center, 
Student UC played through the entire piece with hands separately.  
Lower level: LA vs. LC — 
 Student LA analyzed the score and tried to identify the key signature first, and then 
played through the whole piece with hands together. On the other hand, Student LC played 
through the whole piece with hands together right away without checking keys, form, or 
rhythmic patterns.  
 From this observation of students as they first approach a new piece, I found that as long 
as students had their own system to analyze the piece at first sight, it did not matter which 
approach they used, since it did not affect the students’ performance improvement score. 
However, if the student did not have a system to analyze a new piece, that did affect the student’s 
performance outcome. In this study, Student LC was the only student who did not have a system 
in place, playing through the whole piece with many errors and receiving the lowest pre-and 
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post-test scores and the lowest improvement score among all other participants. Another 
interesting finding was that even though the students who were able to play through the entire 
piece with hands together in pretty good form at first sight, such as students LD, UD and UE, 
and their pre-and post-test scores were higher than other students, their improvement scores 
(from pre-test to post-test) were not the highest.  
Priorities During Practice: 
Upper level: UA vs. UC — 
 Student UA started with the most difficult area (mm. 21-24), and then went back to the 
beginning of the piece, practicing phrase by phrase in sequential order. Student UC also began 
with the most difficult spot (mm. 21-24), but then practiced different phrases randomly.  
Lower level: LA vs. LC — 
 Student LA basically practiced in order, beginning with a large portion of the music (mm. 
1-17). Then, between m. 18 and m. 28, the student practiced in short segments (2-3 measures at a 
time). Student LA then worked on the ending section (mm. 31-39).  Student LC played through 
the entire piece a few times, then worked on the difficult sections, first mm.15-39, then mm. 15-
20, and back to mm. 15-39. 
 All students were able to identify the difficult areas and spend more time practicing those 
difficult sections, regardless of whether they were in the upper or lower level or whether they 
practiced in order or randomly.  
Practice Techniques: 
Upper level: UA vs. UC — 
 When encountering a rhythm problem, Student UA would count the rhythm aloud and 
play one hand first, then hands together. For the most difficult phrase (mm. 21-24), students UA 
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and UC both worked on the right hand first, but UA paid close attention to note accuracy, and 
UC marked fingerings, phrasing, and accidentals with the other hand. Student UA practiced all 
phrases very systematically with one hand at a time, then hands together, being very careful 
about fingerings and note/rhythm accuracy. On the other hand, Student UC would practice hands 
together for less difficult phrases right away, and practiced hands separately for the difficult 
areas.  
Lower-level: LA vs. LC — 
 Student LA practiced frequently with hands separated and used the metronome to keep 
the tempo slow and steady, and would stop the metronome when working on note accuracy. 
With rhythmic problems, LA would count aloud with the metronome ticking. If there was a 
rhythmic problem that could not be resolved, LA would wait until the lesson to consult with the 
teacher. LA also practiced with great attention to fingerings. On the other hand, Student LC 
never mentioned fingerings. LC played with hands separated while working on note accuracy 
throughout the whole piece, occasionally writing down note names on the music and repeating 
certain measure(s) to correct wrong notes. When playing through the entire piece with hands 
together, LC never stopped to fix any error, but would play through the difficult section a couple 
of times with hands together (mm. 15-39). When encountering rhythmic problems (mm. 15-20) 
LC attempted to practice those measures with the metronome, but was not successful.  
 Both pairs of upper- and lower-level students were able to identify the difficult spots of 
the piece and recognize what they needed to work on during practice, but students UA and LA 
were able to fix the problems efficiently and were very careful about accuracy of notes, rhythm, 
and fingerings; students UC and LC were not. Results showed that those students who were able 
to fix their problems efficiently during their first practice session had a higher pre-and post-test 
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score and had a better performance improvement outcome. This finding was similar to the 
finding of the Duke, Simmons, and Cash (2009) study. In order to realize better results from 
practicing, students not only need to be able to identify the problems but, more importantly, 
know how to fix the problems by using various practice techniques.   
Extra Aids: 
Upper level: UA vs. UC — 
  Students UA and UC both used pencil to mark fingerings and phrasings in the music, but 
UC used it more frequently for circling accidentals, key changes, and dynamics. UC also 
checked her cell phone occasionally and stretched her body at the end of practicing. From the 
video observation, UC seemed not very focused on the practice and also eager for the practice 
session to end.  
Lower level: LA vs. LC — 
 Student LA used the metronome frequently, while Student LC used both pencil and 
metronome.  
 All students were given a metronome and a pencil as extra aids during their practice 
session. It was my intention to see if students used other tools while they were practicing. I found 
that most students used pencils during their practice, but only a few students in the lower-level 
used a metronome. A few students checked their cell phones during the practice session, but only 
one student was using the cell phone as an extra aid (to check music terminology) while the 
others were checking the time. The use of extra aids did not affect students’ performance 
outcomes much in this particular study, but it should be noted that the student who showed the 
least improvement (UC) checked time on the cell phone more frequently than others. Further 
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research to determine whether this extra aid, the cell phone, would affect students’ performance 
outcome was indicated. 
 
COMPARING PIANO LESSONS OF TEACHER A AND TEACHER C 
 
 Each teacher had approximately 30 minutes to work on the selected piece with their 
upper- and lower-level students following the students’ own 30-minute practice session (prior to 
the pre-test). With upper-level students, Teacher A identified 7 targets (Chapter 4, Table 7.1) 
during the lesson, and Teacher C identified 9 targets (Chapter 4, Table 7.2). The total lesson time 
of Student UA was 29:59 minutes, and the total time devoted to work on those 7 targets was 
16:20 minutes. The average time working on any single target was 2:20 minutes. Results were 
similar in the lesson of Student UC: the total lesson time was 32:54 minute, and the total time 
devoted to those 9 targets was 20:33, so the average time working on any single target was 2:17 
minutes. However, there was a notable difference between teachers A and C when comparing the 
time spent in various teaching behaviors (talking, coaching, and modeling) during the total 
targeted instruction time (Table 12). 
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Table 12 
The frequency, duration, and time percentage of teachers (A and C) and students (UA and UC) 
behaviors during the total targeted instruction time.  
 
Teacher/Student                                    A                                C 
Total targeted instruction time:          16:20                          20:33 
Target identified:                                7                                 9 
Rate/target:                                         2:20                            2:17 
Subject              Behavior              Freq.               Rate/Min                 Time                 %Time 
Teacher A          Talk                       50                     3.06                    06:13.6                 38.36 
                           Coaching                9                      0.55                    05:18.1                 32.45 
                           Modeling              22                      1.347                  03:02.5                 18.88 
Teacher C          Talk                       62                      3.02                   12:59.2                  63.26 
                           Coaching                4                      0.195                 00:20.9                    2.03 
                           Modeling                2                      0.097                 00:04.3                    0.4 
Student UA        Talk                       18                     1.102                  00:51.6                    5.5 
                           Performing            13                     0.796                  05:26.7                  33.67 
Student UC        Talk                       24                     1.168                  00:33.3                    2.76 
                           Performing            52                     2.53                    07:44.1                  37.63 
 
 In the Sogin and Vallentine (1992) study on the behaviors of teachers and students during 
applied lessons, they found that the average of teacher talk during a lesson was 36.6%. In the 
present study, Teacher A spent 38.36% of the targeted instruction time on talking (close to the 
result obtained by Sogin and Vallentine), 32.45% on coaching, and 18.88% on modeling. On the 
other hand, Teacher C spent 63.26% on talking (which was about 72.7% more than the average 
teacher talk in Sogin and Vallentine’s study), 2.03% on coaching, and only 0.4% on modeling. 
The result revealed that the time spent on the teachers’ behaviors during the lesson affected the 
students’ performance outcomes; the teacher who used mostly verbal expression instead of 
coaching or modeling had the lowest performance improvement results. (Rosenthal, 1984; 
Siebenaler 1992 and 1994).  
 Direct observation of the lessons bears this out. After identifying a target, Teacher A 
would explain the problem to the student, and then coach (either singing, counting, or playing 
other parts of music on the piano) while the student played. Teacher A would make sure that the 
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student was able to fix the targeted problem most of the time before moving on to the next target. 
On the other hand, Teacher C, after identifying a target, would explain the targeted problem to 
the student and then ask the student to play it again while the teacher either watched or counted. 
If the student was not able to correct the targeted problem, Teacher C would verbally explain and 
recommend what the student could do to practice the target and then move on to the next target. 
Another notable difference between the two teachers was that Teacher A would frequently ask 
the student questions, but Teacher C would just give the student the information. For example, at 
the end of the lesson, Teacher A asked the student how she would practice first during the 
practice session; after the student answered, Teacher A would give the student some suggestions. 
However, Teacher C would tell the student that he wrote down what the student should practice 
in their practice diary. 
 Teacher A’s teaching style matched many piano pedagogues’ beliefs on how a piano 
teacher should teach during lessons. For instance, Berman (2000) recommended a way for a 
teacher and student to achieve the same goal of a musical passage by “the time-honored device 
of the teacher playing the part of one hand while the pupil plays the other” (p. 201). Frances 
Clark said: “teaching is not telling; teaching is creating a situation in which students experience 
what you want them to learn” (Baker-Jordan, 2003-2004, p. 119). Moreover, Richard Collins 
(1986), a piano pedagogue, suggested that asking students questions could lead students to learn 
more productively since asking questions can stimulate students’ thinking and motivate them to 
seek the answers (p. 49). 
  For the lessons of the lower-level students (LA and LC), a comparison of the teaching 
behaviors of teachers A and C are displayed in Table 13. Although Teacher C spent a little more 
time on coaching (14.94%) and modeling (7.18%) than with the upper-level students, in general, 
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the majority of time was spent on teacher talk. Moreover, Teacher C spent the last 7:44 minutes 
of the lesson time explaining how Student LC should work on the second page of the music. 
Since there was no interaction between the teacher and student, those 7:44 minutes were not 
included in the duration of targeted instruction time. Another interesting observation gathered 
from observing lessons with the 5 teachers was that only Teacher C had one piano in his office 
while the other 4 had two pianos, so Teacher C stood next to the piano bench for the entire lesson 
while other teachers would stand close to the student or sit on another piano bench. Having only 
one piano might have contributed to the lack of demonstration by Teacher C; however, a 
determined teacher should be able to coach students even with one piano.   
Table 13 
The frequency, duration, and time percentage of teachers (A and C) and students (LA and LC) 
behaviors during the total targeted instruction time.  
 
Teacher/Student                                    A                                C 
Total targeted instruction time:        19:17                          11:36 
Target identified:                                 14                                 7 
Rate/target:                                         1:31                            1:42 
Subject              Behavior              Freq.               Rate/Min                 Time                 %Time 
Teacher A          Talk                       75                     3.889                  08:30.2                 44.08 
                           Coaching               32                     1.659                  05:36.8                 29.39 
                           Modeling                 4                     0.207                  00:24.6                   2.33 
Teacher C          Talk                       43                     3.707                   07:29.1                 64.51 
                           Coaching                8                      0.69                    01:44.2                 14.94 
                           Modeling                6                      0.517                  00:46.8                   7.18 
Student LA        Talk                       40                     2.074                   01:49.9                   9.85 
                           Performing            72                     3.734                   09:07.4                 47.45 
Student LC        Talk                        32                     2.759                   00:32.1                    4.6 
                          Performing             26                     2.241                   04:04.6                 35.49 
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COMPARING SUBSEQUENT PRACTICE SESSIONS OF 
UPPER- AND LOWER-LEVEL STUDENTS 
 
Upper Level: UA vs. UC 
 The average duration of the two subsequent practice sessions for Student UA was 31:22 
minutes and for Student UC was 31:54 minutes (Table 14). However, the average duration of 
targeted practice time (the time spent practicing the identified targets) of both practice sessions 
for UA was 23:51 and for UC was 17:45 (Table 14). In both practice sessions, Student UA was 
following a very similar format (Chapter 4, Table 7.1), playing through the whole piece with the 
left hand, and then practicing various difficult areas (identified targets) which often covered 2 to 
6 measures at a time. Student UA spent more time on the difficult spots and less time on the easy 
areas, but covered the entire piece during both practice sessions. On the other hand, Student UC, 
in the first subsequent practice session, concentrated on only two difficult spots: measures 11-16 
and measures 21-24 (both areas were identified as targets during the lesson). UC would practice 
these two areas 2 to 4 measures at a time. However, in the second practice session, UC spent 
very little time on these two difficult target areas, and worked more on measures 1-10 or played 
through large portions of the music.  
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Table 14 
The duration, targeted practice duration, and untargeted practice duration of subsequent 
practice sessions on both UA and UC students 
 
Student Subsequent 
Practice Session 
Duration Targeted Practice 
Duration 
Untargeted 
Practice Duration 
UA Session 1 31:16 23:19 7:57 
UC Session 1 30:50 25:19 5:31 
UA Session 2 31:28 24:24 7:04 
UC Session 2 32:58 10:11 22:47 
UA Average 31:22 23:51 7:31 
UC Average 31:54 17:45 14:09 
  
 Comparing practice strategies, students UA and UC both used similar methods, including 
repetition, blocking chords, playing one hand at a time, and practicing at a slower tempo. The 
only difference was that Student UA used various articulations to work on voicing. Comparing 
the average time spent on the untargeted practice duration (average practice duration – average 
targeted duration), Student UA spent 7:31 minutes on untargeted practice while UC spent 14:09 
minutes, almost twice the time of UA. Through observation of these two students practicing, it 
was clear that both students were able to identify those target areas that were identified during 
their lessons, and both used very similar practice strategies. They covered the areas that needed 
to be improved, but their practice approaches were different during the practice sessions. The 
most significant difference between them was the time spent on the untargeted practice time. 
Although Student UC worked on targets during most of the first subsequent practice session, 
only about 10 minutes was spent working on targets during the second subsequent practice 
session. Much of the rest of the time was spent playing through a large portion of music without 
fixing errors and checking her teacher’s notes for guidance. Interestingly, UC did not appear to 
know what else to practice in the second practice session, but clearly there were many areas still 
in need of improvement. Moreover, Student UC checked the cell phone occasionally during both 
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sessions, and was not totally engaged during the practice sessions. On the other hand, Student 
UA was very focused during both practice sessions and completely engaged in the task at hand 
and never once checked the clock or cell phone. Based on these observations, it was clear that 
the level of concentration and engagement during practice affected students’ performance 
improvement. Moreover, the ability to find targets and fix problems effectively also strongly 
affected the students’ performance outcome.  
Lower Level: LA vs. LC 
 Though the average practice duration of Student LC was close to a minute shorter than 
Student LA, the average duration of targeted practice was almost 4 minutes shorter than Student 
LA, and the duration of untargeted practice was 3 minutes longer than LA (Table 15). In both 
subsequent practice sessions, Student LA would practice various targets, which often were very 
short segments of music (between 1 and 4 measures), and then fit these targets into a larger 
portion of music. Although there were a few longer targets, those were either related to dynamics 
or tempos (Chapter 4, Table 8.1). On the other hand, Student LC, in both subsequent practice 
sessions, worked on targets that often covered 10 to 15 measures at a time. A few short targets (2 
measures at a time) were related to a rhythm problem in the 32nd notes (Chapter 4, Table 8.4).  
 
Table 15 
 
The duration, targeted practice duration, and untargeted practice duration of subsequent 
practice sessions on both LA and LC students 
 
Student Subsequent 
Practice Session 
Duration Targeted Practice 
Duration 
Untargeted 
Practice Duration 
LA Session 1 32:00 21:09 10:51 
LC Session 1 29:25 15:04 14:21 
LA Session 2 31:12 18:30 12:42 
LC Session 2 32:09 16:57 15:12 
LA Average 31:36 19:49 11:47 
LC Average 30:47 16:00 14:47 
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 Comparing the practice strategies of both lower-level students, LA employed a variety of 
strategies including repetition, alternating slow and fast tempos, using the metronome to keep 
rhythmic accuracy, playing one hand at a time, and practicing at a slow tempo. LC, however, 
used fewer practice strategies: one hand at a time, repetition without correcting notes or rhythm, 
and occasionally use of the metronome. Although there were 3 minutes difference with the time 
spent on the untargeted practice duration between the two students, both of them mainly worked 
on fitting the targets into a larger portion of music or playing through the entire piece. The real 
difference was that Student LA played through the larger portion of music constructively, either 
in a slow tempo with metronome or in a faster tempo with metronome, whereas LC would just 
play through the music. Even though LC used the metronome at times during her practice, she 
was not able to use it effectively.   
  From observing these two students during their practice, it was clear that both students 
were focused during the practice sessions and able to identify the problems, but Student LA was 
able to fix the errors effectively through the use of various practice strategies; Student LC was 
not able to do so, and spent most of time playing through the repertoire without fixing any 
problems. The ability to fix errors effectively during practice sessions affected their performance 
improvement outcomes (Duke, Simmons, and Cash, 2009). 
 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AFFECTING STUDENTS’ 
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT 
 
 After comparing 1) the results of pre-and post-tests; 2) the collected answers to the 
survey questions from both piano professors and piano students, in particular the answers of 
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Teacher A and students UA and LA (the most improved) to the answers of Teacher C and 
students UC and LC (the least improved); and 3) the results of the research questions on the 
teacher-student relationship during the lessons and students’ practice sessions, it was possible to 
summarize the factors that were associated or were not associated with students’ performance 
improvement outcome in this study (Table 16).  
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Table 16 
Summary of what did or did not affect students’ performance improvement outcome in this study 
 
Dependent Measures Factors Affected 
performance 
improvement 
Did not affect 
performance 
improvement 
1. Results of pre-  
and post-test 
Sight-Reading Skill  ✓ 
2. Answers of survey 
questions 
a. Teachers’ degree 
b. Teaching 
experience 
c. Knowing your   
    students’ abilities 
d. Students’ degree 
e. Years of piano 
study    
f. Hours of practice 
g. Practice routine   
h. Length of study   
    with current    
    teacher 
 
 
 
✓ 
 
✓ 
 
 
✓ 
 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 
 
 
 
 
✓ 
 
 
✓ 
 
 
 
3. Observations: 
 
1.) Approach to a  
     new piece 
     
 
 
2.) How teachers   
     taught 
 
 
 
3.) Subsequent      
     practice 
 
 
 
a. System of analysis 
b. Priorities of practice 
c. Practice strategies 
d. Extra aids 
 
e. Modeling 
f. Talk 
g. Demonstrating 
h. Communication  
 
i. Practice strategies 
j. Identify errors 
k. Fix errors 
l. Concentration  
 
 
 
✓ 
 
✓ 
 
 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 
 
 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 
 
 
 
 
✓ 
 
✓ 
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EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS AND QUESTIONS RECOMMENDED 
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
  
 Although there were many more factors that contributed to improvement in students’ 
performance outcomes, such as their motivation for practicing, the chemistry between teacher 
and student, and the goals of both students and teachers, etc., the findings in this study of what 
affected performance improvement focused attention on the behaviors and methods of piano 
teachers and the practice habits of piano students. As piano teachers, we may occasionally have 
our peers come to evaluate our teaching and we may also frequently record our teaching and 
evaluate it ourselves. For our students, we might need to know more about how they practice on 
their own. Teachers might assign students to record their practice sessions and then evaluate the 
recording together with the teacher, a peer, or by themselves frequently.  
 All participants in this study agreed that engaging in this research made them more aware 
of their own teaching or practicing habits (Chapter 3, Tables 1 and 2). One of teacher participants 
has already adopted the design of this study for the applied piano studio, giving students a new 
selected piece during the semester and recording how they approach and work on it, and then 
watching the recorded videos together with the students for evaluation, critique, and discussion. 
The ultimate goal of applied lessons should be to train students to be independent learners and 
players. The current study had only a small number of participants, so with more participants or 
with the addition of other instruments results might vary. Further research on the issues 
addressed in this study is definitely needed. I strongly believe that there should be more 
systematic research in the area of applied music (performance), since it is such a significant part 
of any music program.      
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Questions for Future Research: 
1. Expanding current study with either more subjects or different instruments. 
 
2. All student participants agreed that asking them to speak aloud about what they were 
practicing and also giving them a time limit (30 minute) helped them to be more focused 
and realize what they were doing during their practice. So I wonder if asking students to 
think aloud (speak) and give a limit of time to practice compares to their normal practice, 
which would enhance their performance outcome? 
 
3. What are effective ways to change students’ practice habits? 
 
4. What is the cell phone’s role in the practice room? Is it an aid or a distraction? 
 
5. What are more effective and efficient ways to teach and practice various difficult piano 
techniques?  
 
6. How would teachers teach differently if they evaluate their own teaching and their 
students’ practice? 
 
7. Would there be a difference in performance improvement between student who evaluate 
their practice sessions and students who did not? To what extent might self-evaluation of 
practicing improve performance?   
 
8. What is the benefit of slow practice? Do students know how slow is slow? If adding a 10-
15 minute slow practice session to the students’ regular practice session, would this 
enhance students’ performance outcome? 
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Title: Observation and Analysis of Undergraduate Applied Piano Lessons and  Individual 
 Practice Sessions 
 
Participant Release Form 
 
I, _________________________ do hereby give to the University of Mississippi Department of 
Music all right, title, or interest in the audio/video recordings of applied piano lessons and 
practice sessions collected by Fen-Fang Chen on ______________. These recordings are part of 
her dissertation research. I understand that these recordings will be protected by copyright and 
deposited in the researcher’s archives and only the research team will have access to the 
recordings.  Recordings will be kept for three years and then erased. This gift does not preclude 
any use that I myself may want to make of the information in these recordings.  
 
Check One: 
 Audio/video and transcripts may be used without restriction _____. 
 Audio/video and transcripts may be used with the attached restrictions _____. 
 
 
_________________________    _______________ 
Signature of interviewee     Date 
 
             
Address    Telephone Number      
 
 
 
 
_________________________    _______________ 
Signature of researcher    Date 
 
 
Additional Restrictions: 
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Information Sheet 
Information for Participating in an Observational Study 
Title: Observation and Analysis of Undergraduate Applied Piano Lessons and Individual 
 Practice Sessions 
Investigator 
Fen-Fang Chen, D.A. 
Department of Music 
127 Music Building 
The University of Mississippi 
fchen@olemiss.edu 
(662) 915-7268 
Sponsor 
Michael D. Worthy, Ph.D. 
Department of Music 
161C Music Building 
University of Mississippi 
mworthy@olemiss.edu 
 (662) 915-1277 
 
Introduction 
The purpose of this form is to provide you information that may affect your decision as to  
whether or not to participate in this research study.  The person conducting the research will  
answer any of your questions.  Read the information below and ask any questions you might have 
before deciding whether or not to take part. 
 
Description 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the close relationship in applied piano lessons between 
the ways teachers demonstrate practice strategies during the lessons and the ways their students 
following up during practice sessions.  
For teachers: 
 If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to 
• recruit two of your undergraduate piano-major students as participants (one freshman or 
sophomore, one junior or senior) 
• teach the selected piece(s) during the applied piano lesson to both of your students for 30 
minutes each 
For students: 
 If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to 
• practice a selected piece of repertoire (two pages, suitable to your level) for 30 minutes 
prior to having a lesson on the piece 
• have an applied piano lesson on this piece with your teacher 
• practice two sessions (30 minutes each) on the same piece 
 
Directions for both applied lessons and practice sessions will be provided in advance. All applied 
lessons and practice sessions will be video recorded.  
Risks and Benefits 
There are no foreseeable risks to participating in this study. The possible benefits for the teacher 
participants are learning about your students’ practice habits and their approach to new 
repertoire, and how your demonstrations of practice strategies affect your students. The possible 
  132 
benefits for the student participants are learning a new piece and understanding your own 
practice behaviors.  
Cost and Payments 
The entire research will need two hours to complete. However, those two hours are divided into 
3 days. All recording procedure will follow the schedule below:  
 Day 1: observation of a student’ preparation of a new selected repertoire (30  
  minutes), and then observation of his or her applied lesson (30 minutes).  
 Day 2: observation of the student’ practice session (30 minutes). 
 Day 3: observation of the student’ practice session (30 minutes). 
 
This research is a dissertation project. There is no funding, so you will not receive any type of 
payment participating in this study.  
 
Confidentiality 
This study is anonymous, so no name will show in any written document. We will only use 
letters to identify participants, such as teacher A, student AL, student AH, etc. 
If you decide to participate in this study, you will be video recorded.  Any video recordings will 
be stored securely and only the research team will have access to the recordings.  Recordings 
will be kept for three years and then erased.   
 
Right to Withdraw 
Your participation is voluntary. You may decide not to participate at all or, if you start the study, 
you may withdraw at any time.  Withdrawal or refusing to participate will not affect your 
relationship with the Music Department, or with the University of Mississippi in anyway.  
 
If you would like to participate, please send an email to Fen-Fang Chen at fchen@olemiss.edu. 
  
IRB Approval 
This study has been reviewed by The University of Mississippi’s Institutional Review Board 
(IRB).  The IRB has determined that this study fulfills the human research subject protections 
obligations required by state and federal law and University policies.  If you have any questions, 
concerns, or reports regarding your rights as a participant of research, please contact the IRB at 
(662) 915-7482. 
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Directions for participant students: 
 
Materials: music score, pencil, metronome, CD recording.  
 
1st practice session: 
 
Please practice how you usually would practice a new piece; however, the only exception is that, 
while practicing, you should very briefly verbalize what you are thinking (for example, “I am 
analyzing music,” “I am looking for difficult spots,” etc.) as well as what you are practicing (for 
example “I am playing through the whole piece first,” “I am working on fingering,” etc.). 
 
2nd practice session: 
 
Please practice as if the camera were not present. Be very brief in verbalizing what you are going 
to practice before you start practicing. Do not summarize what you are going to practice for 30 
minutes; rather, verbalize one aspect of what you are going to work on at a time.  For instance, 
before you begin practicing a two-note slur passage, you should say: “I am going to work on the 
two-note slur phrase.” Then, after this, you would go on to practice the two-note slur passage. 
When you finish practicing the two-note slur passage and move on to another aspect of the piece, 
you will, again, verbalize what you are going to practice first (before you start working on that 
particular aspect).  
 
3rd practice session: 
 
This practice procedure is the same as the 2nd practice session. However, at the end of 30 minutes 
of practice, you are going to play through the entire piece three times in a row without stopping; 
then, after that, you will pick the performance, out of those three, that you felt was the best 
performance. Be ready to tell the researcher what you chose.  
 
 
Directions for the participant teachers: 
 
Please conduct the lesson as you normally would (for instance, as if the camera were not there). 
When you verbally identify an aspect of the student’s performance that needs improvement 
during the lesson, please be sure to do so a little louder than normal so that the camera will be 
able to register and record your comments correctly.   
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Background Information 
(for teacher) 
 
 
Institution: _________________________________________ 
 
Teacher’s Name: _____________________________________ 
 
Highest Education Background: _________________________ 
 
Major: _____________________________________________ 
 
 
1. How many years have you taught Applied Piano in the college level? 
   
 
2. Approximately how many piano students do you teach per semester (college and pre- 
    college)? 
     
 
3. Approximately how many hours do you expect your students to practice per week? 
 
 
4. Have you discussed practice strategies with your students?  Yes___ No___ 
 
5. Do you suggest that your students have a regular plan or routine for practicing?   
    Yes___ No___; if yes, please briefly describe: 
 
 
 
6. Do the selected pieces suitable for your students’ piano abilities?  
 
    For lower level:  Too Easy      Easy       Suitable       Hard       Too Hard 
 
    For higher level:  Too Easy      Easy      Suitable       Hard       Too Hard 
 
7. Do you feel any benefit for participating in this study? Yes___ No___; if yes, please  
    describe: 
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Background Information 
(for student) 
 
 
Institution: _________________________________________ 
 
Student’s Name: _____________________________________ 
 
The Year of School: __________________________________ 
 
Major: _____________________________________________ 
 
 
1. How many years have you studied piano? 
 
    _______________________ 
 
2. How many years have you studied piano with your current piano professor? 
 
     _______________________ 
 
3. How many hours do you practice piano per week approximately? 
 
     ________________________ 
 
4. Have you discussed practice strategies with your teacher?  Yes___ No___ 
 
5. Do you have a regular plan or routine for practicing? Yes___ No___; if yes, please    
    briefly describe: 
 
 
 
6. Does the selected piece suitable for your piano ability?  
 _____Too Easy 
 _____Easy 
 _____Suitable 
 _____Hard 
 _____Too Hard 
 
7. Do you feel any benefit for participating in this study? Yes___ No___; if yes, please  
    describe: 
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Evaluation of the pre-test and the post-test for upper-level participants: 
 
Title of the piece: Visions Fugitives, No. 8 by Prokofiev 
 
Code Name:___________ 
 
Please evaluate each participant using the following 10-point scale for each of the performance 
categories below in both the pre-test and post-test. 
 
1 2-3 4-5 6-7 8-9 10 
Unable 
to 
execute 
Major 
problems 
or flaws  
Significant 
problems that 
inhibit music 
making 
Numerous 
minor 
mistakes or 
problems 
Minor flaws 
or mistakes 
Fluent, no 
problems  
  
 
Pre-test: 
 
Post-test: 
1 = unable to execute;  
10 = fluent, excellent performance 
 
1 = unable to execute;  
10 = fluent, excellent performance 
 
 
Rhythmic Accuracy 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Tempo 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Articulations 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Note Accuracy  
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Fingering 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Dynamics 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Voicing 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Technique (grace notes, pedaling, hand 
alignment, slurs, trills, arpeggios, 
octaves) 
 
Rhythmic Accuracy 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Tempo 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Articulations 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Note Accuracy  
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Fingering 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Dynamics 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Voicing 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Technique (grace notes, pedaling, hand 
alignment, slurs, trills, arpeggios, octaves) 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
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1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Musicality/Interpretation (phrasing, tone 
quality, mood and meaning of the piece) 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 
 
Deportment at piano (appropriate use of 
the body—torso, shoulder, arm, hand, 
finger— ease of movement, appropriate 
level of exertion, sitting position)  
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 
 
 
Musicality/Interpretation (phrasing, tone 
quality, mood and meaning of the piece) 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 
 
Deportment at piano (appropriate use of the 
body—torso, shoulder, arm, hand, finger— 
ease of movement, appropriate level of 
exertion, sitting position)  
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 
 
Total Score: 
 
Total Score: 
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Evaluation of the pre-test and the post-test for lower-level participants: 
 
Title of the piece: Visions Fugitives, No. 10 by Prokofiev 
 
Code Name:___________ 
 
Please evaluate each participant using the following 10-point scale for each of the performance 
categories below in both the pre-test and post-test. 
 
1 2-3 4-5 6-7 8-9 10 
Unable 
to 
execute 
Major 
problems 
or flaws  
Significant 
problems that 
inhibit music 
making 
Numerous 
minor 
mistakes or 
problems 
Minor flaws 
or mistakes 
Fluent, no 
problems  
  
 
Pre-test: 
 
Post-test: 
1 = unable to execute;  
10 = fluent, excellent performance 
 
1 = unable to execute;  
10 = fluent, excellent performance 
 
 
Rhythmic Accuracy 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Tempo 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Articulations 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Note Accuracy  
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Fingering 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Dynamics 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Voicing 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Technique (grace notes, pedaling, hand 
alignment, slurs, trills, arpeggios, 
octaves) 
 
Rhythmic Accuracy 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Tempo 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Articulations 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Note Accuracy  
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Fingering 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Dynamics 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Voicing 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Technique (grace notes, pedaling, hand 
alignment, slurs, trills, arpeggios, octaves) 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
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1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
 
Musicality/Interpretation (phrasing, tone 
quality, mood and meaning of the piece) 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 
 
Deportment at piano (appropriate use of 
the body—torso, shoulder, arm, hand, 
finger— ease of movement, appropriate 
level of exertion, sitting position)  
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 
 
 
Musicality/Interpretation (phrasing, tone 
quality, mood and meaning of the piece) 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 
 
Deportment at piano (appropriate use of the 
body—torso, shoulder, arm, hand, finger— 
ease of movement, appropriate level of 
exertion, sitting position)  
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 
 
Total Score: 
 
Total Score: 
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